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Playboy Poses Problem
by W. Douglas Holdren

A cold chill swept through the
November 7th afternoon air out
side the St. David's Inn in Wayne, "
but it didn't chill the enthusiasm
of about 45 people who had
gathered to protest Playboy mag
azine's recruitment of Villanova
women for a pictorial scheduled
to be included in the February or
March of 1989 issue. Playboy's
objective is to capitalize on the
popularity of Big East Basketball
in the spring, and several colleges
in the area are targets of the
recruitment effort.
While the protestors began
their march on the sidewalk
outside the St. David's Inn, word

nography present of women and
of all people.
According to a leaflet circulated
by the group, the group contends
that the women in Playboy (and
the men in Playgirl) are presented
as "sexual objects, as toys, as
playmates," that playboy would
have you believe that the model
has no personality, and that
"what's not fun for the opposite
sex to drool over has no worth."
In addition, the leaflet points
out, Playboy's perpetuation of the
importance of beauty has a neg
ative affect on many women who
feel that they cannot measure up
to Playboy's standard. In the
extreme this may lead some wom
en to problems with anorexia and

Striking a Pose against Posing
had already been received that
Playboy had moved the cite of the
interviews to the Adam's Mark
Hotel on City Line Avenue. It is
unknown if the planned protest
had anything to do with Playboy's
change of plans.
The protest was organized and
advertised by Students Against
Sexual Stereotypes (SASS), a
Vilanova campus organization, to
protest the negative image which
Playboy and other forms of por
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bulimia.
The group believes that women
should be proud of their bodies
and themselves, no matter what
they look like.
As the group marched up and
down the sidewalk in front of the
St. David's Inn, they were greeted
by the honking of horns from
passing cars. It is unknown if
such action was in support of the
group or in opposition. Aided by
a bullhorn, a few members of the
group chose to speak out about the
issue.
Sally Griffin, a professor in the

University's history department,
was there in support of the rally.
She said that Playboy gives a
distorted notion of values to men
and women in society, and that
many young people get their
impressions from Playboy.
Greg Tucci, a senior at Villan
ova, was also there to voice his
objection to Playboy's treatment
of women. Tucci has been a
member of SASS since its incep
tion. He stated that the group is
active on many issues and meets
once a week. An additional con
cern of the group is "date rape"
which he said has affected possi
bly 25% of dating women.
A few people gathered to protest
the rally. One of the antiprotestors invaded the group and
attempted to address the issue.
Shouting over objections, he
claimed that Playboy does not
force its views on anyone, and that
the protestors were attempting to
censor the magazine. A member
of the rally quickly answered that
• fiiuplii
aware of the negative effects
Playboy has on people, and were
not advocating censorship.
Meanwhile, inside the Inn,
many guests gathered at the doors
to witness the protest. A few
police cars were parked at the
front of the Inn, possibly to
discourage disorder, but no offic
ers were visible to the protestors.
The rally was orderly, and con
cluded without incident.
Vice President and General
Manager of the St. David's Inn,
Kenneth A. Matthews, stated that
he was aware that Playboy repre
sentatives were staying at the
Inn, but to his knowledge, none
of the Inn's facilities were being
used for interviews. He added that
the Inn does not support or
denounce what Playboy stands
for, but that they cannot refuse
to rent rooms based on a disagree
ment in philosophy.
The protestors were quick to
add that the protest was not
directed at the Inn, and that the
Inn by all accounts had been very
helpful.

Red Mass Celebrated
by Alison Forristal

The Villanova Law School com
munity gathered to celebrate Red
Mass on Saturday, November 5th,
in the Chapel at St. Mary's Hall.
The President of Villanova Uni
versity, the Reverend Edmund J.
Dobbin, O.S.A., S.DJ. was the
principal celebrant and homilist.
"The law school should have an
ambience," said Rev. Dobbin,
"The ambience of the Spirit of
God."
"We should not judge by appear
ance, or by hearsay," he said. "We
should judge people with justice."
The Red Mass is a Votive Mass
of the Holy Spirit. The mass is
offered to invoke the Divine Bless
ing on the School of Law and the
legal profession.
Students and faculty participat
ed in the Mass. Dean Frankino
welcomed those in attendance.

Professors Levin and Poulin read
the first and second readings.
Elizabeth Utz read the general
intercessions asking for blessings
and guidance for those in the legal
community.
The history of the Red Mass
dates to the thirteenth century.
The Mass was celebrated to ask
for guidance for those who judge,
legislate, serve clients, teach, and
study law.
The name Red Mass came from
the red vestments of the cele
brants and the red robes of Law
Lords and faculties. Red is also the
liturgical color associated with
the Holy Spirit.
The Villanova School of Law
first celebrated the Red Mass on
October 10, 1957. The thencurrent president of the universi
ty, Father James A. Donnellon,
O.S.A. was the celebrant.

Presentation of the first-place award to Jane Celentano,
Stephen Harvey and Tom Gallagher.

VLS Team Moots
Competition
The Villanova University School
of Law Moot Court Team of Jane
Celentano, Tom Gallagher and
Steve Harvey took first place in
Mil' lilM'WillUllJ[i'i lilM>i^^ B^^
Competition in information Law
and Privacy sponsored by theJohn
Marshall Law School and Benton
Foundation. The competition,
conducted from October 26-28 at
the John Marshall Law School in
Chicago, Illinois,featured selected
teams from law schools all over
the country. Villanova's entry, all
third year students, "coached" by
Professor Richard Turkington,
came out on top.
In addition to finishing first in
the thirty-six team competition,
the VLS team won the award for
best brief in the competition. On
top of the team honors taken back
to the Main Line, Jane Celentano
won the award for best oralist in
the competition.
The competition actually began
back in August, when the team
received the problem. Briefwriting took place in August and
September; the deadline for serv
ing the finished brief on all other
schools was October 3. In addition
to researching and writing the

brief, the team members prepared
oral arguments advocating the
legal positions of both Appellee
and Appellant.

TO le^I issues on the cutting

edge of Information Law: first,
whether a computer programmer
should be judged by a "profession- ,
al" standard of care; second,
whether a computer software
program is a "product" within the
meaning of Section 402A of the
Restatement (Second) of Torts.
Professor Turkington, faculty
advisor to the team, insisted,
"The brief is essential to success
in this competition — you can't
win with good oralists alone."
During preparation, Professor
Turkington stressed this point
repeatedly, and with good reason.
The brief score counted for 50%
in every round of the competition.
The National Moot Court Com
petition in Information Law and
Privacy, now in it's seventh year,
has become one of the largest and
most prestigious moot court com
petitions in the country. This
eminence is reflected by national
reputations of the members who
accept invitations to sit on the
(Continued on page 6)
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EDITORIAL

by Lisa Kmiec
lunatic fringe and closed one eye
In last month's Docket, the to this "passing phase." Appar
Inquiring Photographer asked ently none of our leaders thought
what students and faculty it would ever have dramatic
thought should be done about the reprecussions in the future.
drug problem. Most of the answers
Did those selectively blind offi
were concerned, thoughtful, and cials ever imagine that even one
practical. But I'd like to take a of those "hopeless causes" might
different approach in discussing have had a future? That their
what many people feel is this laissez-faire attitude could be
country's number one ailment. I'd interpreted as acquiesence in the
really like to know WHY the drug wake of social change? That a
problem has become the number bright young man could experi
one problem.
ment with drugs and still forge
You see, I'm a little confused. ahead and become something?
The drug issue has been red hot Maybe go to law school and
for the last two years, and was eventually become a judge? Could
warming up for a couple of years they ever have dreamed that that
before that. But the problem really young man would one day be
stretches much farther than the nominated to the highest court in
media, political candidates, and
the land?
office holders would like to think.
No, I guess not.
I began high school over ten
But he was, wasn't he? Public
years ago, and I attended a middle- fury has sent Judge Ginsberg,
class suburban public school in reeling, back into oblivion. Public
South Jersey. While it wasn't officials sure care NOW what he
exactly a page out of Wally Cleav did then, even if their counterparts
er's yearbook, it wasn't much like had dismissed him as hopeless
Welcome Back Kotter, either. But back then.
one of my earliest lessons was that
You can take it back even
it was much easier for students further, of course. The beat gener
to buy pot, cocaine, ups, downers, ation knew about drugs while the
LSD, ANYTHING, than it was to rest of us were in a furor about
get a single beer. And it certainly Elvis bumping and grinding on
was a lot safer from a getting- Uncle Milty's show. Nobody even
caught viewpoint.
condemned their drug use. The
Students smoked dope in the self-satisfied, white, middle class
bathroom and the parking lot. "I like Ike" generation labelled
There were people who had done them political subversives. No one
such a variety of drugs in such even dared to peek into their
a short time span that they coffee-houses and living rooms to
couldn't even string a few words see what they were smoking.
together to make what we outsid
No one ever thought that maybe
ers could even charitably call a it wasn't the beatniks' politics
sentence. Messages announcing that would present a threat. That
"Call John to cop good stuff — 555- maybe it was the "drug culture"
1234" were scrawled on desks and beginning. And that maybe these
-iut;kery.
peopIew^TiTTalse children In an"
So what I want to know is; atmosphere with relaxed attitudes
Where was Nancy Reagan and the about drugs.
rest of the crusade to tell us then
Well, we all know that you can
tojustsayno?
trace drug roots back thousands
But it goes much farther back of years. That's not the point of
than my high school days. In the this tirade. The point is: Why is
60's when people our age were everyone so surprised that there
tuning out and turning on, no one is a drug problem in this country?
said "just say no." It was a time Why do politicos, office holders,
of social upheaval and apparently and media moguls act as if we all
no one in authority felt it was woke up one morning to find half
necessary to do anything about the nation stoned? Why does it
those drug users. Those in author shock anyone that a 14 year old
ity probably thought that the city kid would rather make $1000
drug-crazed hippies didn't have a day in the drug trade than $3.35
much of a future anyway, and an hour at Burger King? Why are
that by the time they tuned back we so shocked that elementaryin, they would be so burnt out that school kids are learning about
they would be as harmless as drugs from their ex-beatnik and
koala bears on eucalyptus.
ex-hippie parents? And why is
So our trusted leaders simply everyone so suddenly concerned
condemned what they saw as the about people who, ten, twenty.

a future that the suburban,
middle-class kids have. I hope they
can try to do more to bring about
economic and political equality so
that voices, can be heard. The city
kid could hope to do more with
his life than deal in depression and
death.
Kids' attitudes towards drugs
are changing and now there is

and thirty years ago no one cared
about at all?
The hip 80's solutions some
public officials are suggesting
may just be making matters
worse. Mandatory drug testing?
Well, there's no dearth of debate
on that suggestion. But there's
one issue I've never heard anyone
raise, and it really disturbs me.
Several courts have held that
drug or alcohol addiction consti
tutes a physical handicap within
The study of law. Turn the phrase over in your mind,
the meaning of Title VII. Title VII
examine
it. That's what goes on here, and in other law
prohibits the use of discriminatory
factors in employment decision schools around the country, up to a point. That point
making. Physical haiidicap is one is about a month before finals. At that point, the focus
of the factors that Title VII forbids of the whole process of legal education becomes not on
employers from considering.
Seems to me there's a pretty big the study of law, but on preparation for finals. They are
discrepancy here. I'll give you an not the same thing. It's all too easy to lose sight of the
example. You're an employer and fact that finals are neither a means nor an end. The
you've recently instituted a man purpose of law school is to prepare students for the
datory drug-testing program. One practice of law. The practice of law does not involve
of your employees tests positive,
and although he performs his job examinations, but performance. Finals are a means only
satisfactorily, you fire him. This in the sense that they enable employers to differentiate
employee proves to be an addict between students, to assess their abilities. But they are
and hauls you into court for not the law.
discriminating against him on the
The paradigm is clear enough. Prepare intensely for
basis of his physical handicap:
finals.
Cram, outline, review. If you do well, you may
drug addiction.
Looks like there's seriously make law review. Make law review, and you may get
competing public policy consider a high-paying job with a respected law firm. Or perhaps
ations involved here. Ruling for a prestigious clerkship or position in a particular specialty
plaintiff-employee: everyone field of your choice. Grades may remove the barrier and
who's fired for positive drug test
results goes to court. Ruling for open the doors of firms which would otherwise be closed.
defendant-employer: emasculate But there is a trade-off, one that may not seem important
federal law forbidding employe- once the lists of the materials students are allowed to
ment discrimination against the bring in to the finals are posted. The finals and first job
physically handicapped.
interviews will be all over in about three years; a legal
What now? I certainly can't
career
could last a lifetime.
answer that one, but I do hope to
The
goal of the study of law is developing an
see some litigation soon.
Legalization? Sure, I-would like understanding of and a competence in the practice of law.
to see somereven,u« from the trade%^iGrades^on ,exam§,ajjd ti^e re§ultJ|i&fci;aj^^C?nient that
that has been maKing miliidns for attaches to each student are admittedly important, but
the dealers for years. Muchdiscussed morality considerations should it be so important as to crowd out other legitimate
aside, legalization brings with it legal-education experiences? This is the old story, the
potentially dangerous responsibil broken record. The lectures by visiting speakers, the
ities. Legalization brings with it programs, the symposiums, the activities. Time is always
a black market, and perhaps constraining upon law students. But it goes beyond that.
increased organized crime control.
Legalization can't halt the phys One ceases going to the library and looking up cases
ical damage that drugs cause. And mentioned in passing just because they sound interesting
it certainly can't stop the devel — rather spend the time outlining. A professor, during
opment of new, unregulated drugs a lecture, goes off on a tangent. In the middle of his
by those who don't want govern explication, he notes that the students will not be "held
ment involvement to cut into their
responsible" for this material. Watch all the pens drop
profits.
I'm not entirely pessimistic. I as one. Consider that this is probably the only time in
can see hope for the future. I hope your life as a lawyer that you will have the freedom and
that our modern authority figures the resources to really examine, ponder, and theorize on
don't simply condemn drug users the niches and nuances you come across in the law. Three
as lunatic fringe; hopeless; lost. I
wish that those in charge today years to round out your intellectual mastery which as
would offer that city kid caught a given will never be complete; three years to gain insight
up in drugs the same chance for that can be applied to avoid problems and create solutions
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positive peer pressure. Drug use
is no longer cool. America and its
children are becoming increasing
ly health-conscious and the new
cool is a drug-free body. So, yes,
I am thankful, in a strange sort
of way, that the drug issue has
received this much attention.
Perhaps a problem has to hit its
worst before it can get any better.

<;

somewhere down the road; three years to study the law.
No solutions are proposed here, nor any fingers
pointed. Students need to advance academically, schools
need to measure this achievement, firms need a scale on
which to compare students. The problem of tests not being
an accurate measure of skill or learning is not a new
one, nor one which is confined to law school. In law school,
however, the imbalance creates a skewed emphasis which
tends to distort the entire process of legal education.
Again, no finger-pointing, but the fact is that the linear
path from law school to law firm spotlights the grade
point average. But equally true is the fact that after the
first job, grade point average no longer carries much
weight. That is when you have had the chance to show
how much you learned about the law, and your test
performance will be irrelevant.
Tacking on a post-script, perhaps one reason the
reputation of lawyers and the legal profession has become
so negative has its genesis in this emphasis on finals and
grades. This so narrows the focus of those learning to
be lawyers that when they reach practice, they have failed
to fully develop a thorough appreciation of factors in their
chosen profession beyond casebook understanding. Their
insight extends only to the limited knowledge at which
tests aim, rather than broader conceptual and humanistic
application. Taken to the extreme generalization, .what
we end up with is a generation of qualified lawyers, but
lousy practitioners. If the general perception of the law
is to improve, perhaps it can start with law students
improving their general perception of the law.
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OP-ED
Undue Process: A Christmas Carrel*

by B.S. Finkel

* With apologies to Mr. Magoo.
I know Charles Dickens was the
original author and all, but I
refuse to apologize to him, having
been forced to read the entire
11,268 pages of David Copperfield in tenth grade (7 was in
tenth grade; I forget how far David
Copperfield got). Dickens never
apologized to me for that, so I
won't return thecourtesy here. As
a matter of fact, I've been waiting
all this time to get even. I do,
however, extend my sincere apol
ogies to Mr. Magoo, since he never
did anything to cause me harm.
That, and out of sincere respect
for his oft-reprised cartoon perfor
mance, in which he made the part
of Scrooge his own. (No matter
how many times I see him perform
that role, he plays it flawlessly,
never making a mistake. Amazing
how the great ones make it look
so easy.) Sorry about this, Magoo.
As for you, Dickens, we're even.
Unless one of my more literatureoriented professors gets the bright
idea of assigning any readings
from Bleak House in the next
year and a half. Then you're right
back on my list.
A Christmas Carrel (See above
for asterisk)
[The scene: a poorly-lit, musty
room piled with books. There is
no fire in the hearth, nor any coals
in the brazier. This is the base
ment of the law school library,
which has neither a brazier nor
a hearth, whatever those things
are. A lone figure hunches over
a sparse, bare-walled study carrel,
wading through the Atlantic and
Pacific (reporters), getting crack
ing on Nutshells, tending to flocks
of Shepards, studying until he
finds himself Black (law diction
ary) and Blue (book). There is a
calendar on the wall, the kind they
have in movies (the calendar, that
is — the wall is the standard-issue
-kitid- they have in
libraries) from which the dates
fall off automatically to show
passage of time. The student
studies studiously while pages
peel perfunctorily off the calendar.
The student, distracted by the
shuffling of the calendar pages
and annoyed at all this allitera
tion, looks at his digital watch,
which shows the time to be 11:35
on Christmas Eve. The calendar
is completely out control, running
through the summer months of
1991, and shedding dates all over
the open Purdon's volumes. The
student is in a bad mood anyway,
which is made worse when he is
interrupted by a University secur
ity guard.]
Security: Hey! What are you
doing down here? From the looks
,of things, you've been up to no
good. I think you've been vandal
izing calendars. It's Christmas
Eve. Law school session ended a
week ago.
Scrood (since that is his name,
although you'd think I could've
come up with something better
than that, wouldn't you?); Law
school never ends. I can't let up
for a minute. You're costing me
valuable minutes, Deputy Fife.
Please go, as I will probably start
laughing at your mustache if you
stay, which will cost me more
valuable minutes.
Security: But finals are over!
You don't have to study now.
Scrood: Fool! Finals are coming
up again in May. With an attitude
like that, it's no wonder you're
only a security guard.
Security: Don't take that tone
with me, buddy. I may just have
to run you in in connection with
the disappearance of thehearth
and the brazier.
Scrood; Didn't you listen to the
narrative voice? We don't even
know what those things are.
Anyway, I'm a law student, dam
mit. I hold the reigns of power in
my teeth and my ID in my wallet,
so you better listen to me. Besides,
my caffeine is just kicking in. Now
hit the road. Deputy Dawg.

Security (surreptitiously pock
eting a page from the calendar as
evidence): Yessir. Spring Mill or
County Line?
[And Scrood is once again alone,
turning pages and analyzing
cases. He makes the mistake of
actually reading them, and is soon
fast asleep. This would be an
awfully short story if I just let him
doze on like that, so I guess I'll
have to wake him. But he looks
so peaceful ... can't we let him
sleep for just a little while longer?
Why don't I tell you a little story
to keep you entertained for the
time being? What's that? I'm
already telling you a little story,
and you'd rather not have to go
through the whole introduction to
hear another one? If you're going
to be such a stickler, I might as
well wake him up. Scrood is
stirred abruptly (see? your fault)
into consciousness, by the appa
rition of a former study partner,
who doesn't approve of the way
he's acting. Everyone's a critic.
The study partner warns him that
he'll be visited by three more
ghostly outlines that evening.
Scrood misinterprets what he's
been told, and spends the evening
waiting for ghastly outlines,
which was what he'd come to
expect from his study partner and
was why he dumped him in the
first place. Scrood falls back
asleep, but I don't suppose I can
start a new story in the time
before I wake him up if I leave
it up to you, so ... he is joined
by an imposing figure in a flowing
black robe, certainly not anything
Cher would wear. The imposing
figure smacks Scrood over the
head with a gavel.]
Ghost of Finals Past: Wake up,
kid. I am the Ghost of Finals Past.
Scrood: Huh, uh, I wasn't
asleep, I was studying the, uh,
zone of, uh, I was contemplating
the Rule against Perpetuities.
- GFP; Well",'^hat explains "why
you were asleep. Anyhow, I'm the
Ghost of Finals Past, and you've
been selected for a little jury duty.
Scrood: Jury duty? Look,
Casper, can you give me a break
here? I've got five finals coming
up in barely five months, and if
I don't do five outlines, and outline
those outlines, I'm a dead man.
GFP: That's kind of what I
came here to talk about, actually.
Scrood: I'm trying to study here.
Topper. Do I have to call security?
GFP; Security is useless.
Scrood; Well, from what I've
seen tonight, I can't argue there.
GFP: I'm here to take you to
teach you a brief lesson.
Scrood: WILL YOU LEAVE ME
ALO- did you say 'brief lesson'?
Hmm ... I could probably use a
little brushing up on case briefs.
Okay, you win, show me what
you've got,'Beetlejuice. [With a
great flourish of his black robe,
and a couple more raps on Scrood's
head with the gavel just because
the Ghost enjoys it, the Ghost of
Finals Past takes them away.
They materialize at the last final,
and see Scrood sitting by himself
in Room 29, surrounded by a
hundred empty chairs and two
very impatient proctors.]
Proctor: Place your pen down
and stop writing.
(Scrood continues to write.)
Gamble; Look,, he said to put
down your pen.
Scrood: I didn't think he meant
me; this is a pencil. Besides, I just
need to finish up this last sentence
to complete a perfect 10.
Proctor: You think your answer
is a ten?
Scrood; No, my answer is ten
bluebooks.
Gamble: Well, I think it's time
to close that last one. It's been
hours since we last ate, and I'm
starving.
Scrooi: Wait, I think there's a
niisprint on my test, and I want
you to call the professor and ask
about it.
Proctor: This is theseventeenth
question you've had! Can't you

just give it up? This is wasting
so much time!
Scrood: If you'd put in the
conference line like I'd suggested,
this wouldn't have been such a
problem.
Gamble: Okay, so what's your
question now?
Scrood; Were there supposed to
be two pages with problem
number 4 on them?
Proctor: Of course not. Let me
see. Hmmm. It seems you've come
up with something legitimate for
a change. You've got two of the
same page here. Let me tear this
extra one off —
Scrood: Don't you dare! I've
answered both questions, and
both my answers should be
graded.
Gamble: But they're answers to
the same question.
Scrood; So then I deserve twice
as many correct answers. Besides,
my answer is to each question are
different. (There's no need to
continue reporting further dia
logue here, because this could go
on all night. Suffice it to say that
Scrood kept both proctors there
until the time of night when the
only food stores still open sell two
hot dogs for under a buck and

burritos that come from only the
choicest burros. The proctors, for
their part, weregettjng paid alwve
minimum wage so they didn't
really mind that much, although
they probably resented the names
I've given them and the dinner
cuisine they were stuck with.
Eventually, Scrood finished up,
packed up his pencils and erasers
in the steamer trunk he'd brought
them in, at which point the Ghost
of Finals Past woke up and
returned Scrood to the library like
an overdue book. Before Scrood
could consider any procedural
safeguards, a new spirit took hold
of him.)
Ghost of Finals Present; I
imagine you've been expecting
me.
Scrood: Well, I wasn't waiting
up. You speak with a Missouri
accent; what are you, the Spirit
of St. Louis? I suppose you're
going to take me to my professor's
study, where I can watch her
grade my exam?
GFP (who has the same initials
as the last ghost, but I can't help
it if Dickens didn't foresee this
obvious problem which can only
confuse my readers — now I'm
glad I didn't apologize to that
thoughtless crud): Get real. Far
one thing, not even the Jewish
profs grade exams on Christmas
Eve. And for another, I can only
think of one thing more boiring

than watching a professor grade
Scrood: Well, that's stupid.
your exam, and that's watching Even I've learned that finals
you take it.
aren't the point. Grades are the
Scrood: Hey, that's what the point. That's why they call it the
last ghost said. You guys all think grade point average, right? There
alike. If you're not going to let me
you go, we agree after all, so let's
see my grades, what else in the go back to the^library. I really
world could you possibly have in
don't want to be here, this is kind
mind? Why don't you just leave of spooky. And this story isn't any
me in peace?! What is it you want
good, either. I don't like the plot.
with me?!?!
GFF (pointing dramatically to
GFP: Who do you think you are, a tombstone): Your grave puns
Dustin Hoffman? Don't get so won't save you now. Really, now:
dramatic; you'll find out in the cemetery ... plot. Sheesh.
next paragraph or so, for cryin'
Scrood: Look who's talking, Mr.
out loud.
'Grave' Puns.
[With a cloud of dust and a
[They see a black hearse ride
hearty 'Hiyo Silver' — oops, a by, trailed by one solo car with
little confusion there, Kemo Sabe a funeral sticker on the
— with fluttering of calendar windshield.]
pages and a couple gavel raps on
Scrood: No, no, this can't be! It
Scrood's noggin, they are at the can't end like this. Only one lousy
Friendly Saloon in Ardmore. All car at my funeral? No one to
around are law students enjoying mourn me, no family left behind,
a mixture of jubilance, relief, a lone, pathetic end to a wasted
triumph and camaraderie. Others life? But you've got to admit, that
are having beers.]
is a pretty elaborate coffin, with
Scrood: I know all these people. the inlaid gold, solid mahogany...
They're my classmates, the ones I must've done pretty well for
who left the finals early, after just myself.
four hours. Why would they leave
GFF: Shhh!
there to come here?
[A widow, sobbing, accompanies
GFP: You really are out of it, the coffin to the grave, where it's
aren't you? These people are lowered down. Just then, a man
having fun. They're celebrating.
bursts out of the lone car with the
Scrood: What? They got their funeral sticker and approaches
test results already?
the widow.]
GFP: No, you dimbulb. Their
Widow: Who are you? Did you
test results don't matter to them know my husband?
right now. Why don't you listen
Man: Not as a general rule.
in?
Actually, I'm a regular here. I'm
Scrood: Won't they get annoyed here to help you in your time of
at me eavesdropping?
grief, to bring forth something of
GFP: No. For one thing, they value from that sorrow.
can't see you. For another, even
Widow: Are you a priest?
if they could see you, they'd
Man: Um, not exactly. I'm a
probably ignore you. I know I lawyer. You know, widow, your
would.
husband's death may not have
Lex: Congratulations, Connie. had to happen. It could all be the
(Connie Law, natch.) One more hospital's fault. Or maybe his
semester down.
employer's.
Con: Same to you, Lex. Another
Widow: He died at home in his
step c.lftser. to
— -sleep. He was-mnety-six yrarsoki: - (They embrace passionately, and
Man; So you suspect foul play?
I can't continue to describe what Good. I think we may have a case.
goes on after that, as the school Here's my card. Perhaps you've
administration would certainly seen my ad in the Yellow Pages?
frown on that kind of description.
Scrood (to GFF): Is that... me?
Remember the big fuss they
GFF: No comment.
kicked up over Playboy. Anyway,
Scrood: Please! You can't let me
just know that it was legal action turn out like that! You can't let
like nothing Scrood had ever seen this be my fate! You can't, you
in any of his casebooks.)
can't, you can't —
GFP: I think you've seen
[Scrood is awaken by the Secur
enough.
ity Guard who bothered him
Scrood: Wait, I don't want to earlier. His knuckles are raw from
leave, I want to talk to people, I'm hitting the road.]
having ... what was the word for
Security: I can, and I will make
this?
you leave. I called the Dean, and
GFP (hopefully): Fun?
no one's supposed to be in here
Scrood: No, second thoughts now.
about some of my exam answers,
Scrood: Huh? Yes, yes, I was
and I want to find out what other just leaving. Officer, can you tell
people put.
me what day it is?
GFP (angrily): That's it! You're
Security: Why, it's early in the
down to your last ghost, buddy.
morning on Christmas day.
[The second ghost disappears, 'Course, you would've been able
and Scrood is back in the library, to tell for yourself, except you
although curiously enough, his seem to have ripped apart this
socks remained at Friendly's.]
calendar that was hanging on the
Scrood: Hmm. I wonder what wall.
he meant by that. And why are
Scrood (happily); Then it's not
my ankles so cold?
too late! Thank you, oh, thank
[Scrood doesn't have long to you! My eyes are wide open. Take
wait for an answer to his first this for your trouble, my good
rhetorical question. The next man!
ghost is right on time. Say what
[He gleefully slips the security
you want about these ghosts, guard his ID, and runs from the
they're nothing if not punctual.]
library. Frantically, driven by
Ghost of Final Future: I am the inspiration (the chauffeur having
Ghost of Final Future.
been given the day off), he buys
Scrood: Don't you mean Finals lavish, expensive gifts (the best
with an 'S'.
AM/PM has to offer, being the
GFF: I meant what I said.
only store open on Xmas Day),
GFF: Geez, you're so serious.
picks up turkey dinner with all
[The Ghost smacks him with a the trimmings (Hungry Man, in
gavel, given to him by the last fact), pours out cups of Christmas
ghost. Scrood is getting pretty Cheer (which can be used in all
peeved at this gavel-smacking Christmas temperatures), makes
routine by now.]
egg nog (but being a novice, he
Scrood: Will you cut that the uses scrambled eggs, and leaves
heck out? I mean, just because out the nog entirely, classifying
you'reaghost and all, that doesn't it in the hearth/brazier category),
give you the right to bop me with
hangs tinsel (using a tiny little
a gavel every time I turn around
noose), brimming with so much
... hey! Where are we?
goodwill toward mankind that it
GFF: A cemetery ... your overflows and spills all over his
'finals' resting place; This is forehead, he embarks on his
where all law students who think special mission. He combs the
finals are the point of law school
(Continued on page 4)
ultimately endup.
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by Kevin T. Mulhearn
Law students live quite differ
ently than most people. Especially
as December approaches, when
daylight seems to last about three
hours, time becomes an extraor
dinarily precious commodity.
There is generally not nearly
enough time in the day for a law
student to accomplish what he
wants to. I work using the 50%
method. If I do half of what I
planned, I consider it a very
productive day. As a single, nonemployed person, I admire but do
not envy those who must balance
a family life or part-time job with
the rigors of law school.
Yet, although law school is
admittedly difficult, the benefits
far outweigh the burdens. Educa
tion is the cornerstone of success
and law students receive an
advanced education that will
enable them to thrive in society.
Law school improves one's read
ing and writing ability, but more
importantly it greatly develops
analytical and reasoning ability.
A law student or practitioner is
trained to look at facts with a
critical eye. Unfortunately, too
often, lawyers and law students
avoid looking at unpleasant
realities.
Its easy to become immersed in
a "fishbowl" mentality at Villanova Law School. Everything cen
ters around one building, five
textbooks, five professors and
several dozen people. All our
fellow law students, while having
diverse backgrounds, share one
common denominator: they are all
college educated and have bright

OP-ED
The Fishbowl

futures. I did not realize how far
removed we are from the main
stream of America, until I watched
closely coverageof the presidential
campaign on numerous network
news programs.
At law school, everyone is
intelligent. People have fresh,
creative and intellectual ideas
about a variety of matters. Unfor
tunately, this is not the case in
mainstream America. The vast
majority of Americans are ignor
ant. The above statement is not
meant to be conceited or condes
cending. It is just a conclusion
that I have drawn watching and
listening to dozens of "average
Americans." Note that I said
Americans aregenerally ignorant,
not stupid.
The basis for my statement is
the way the American public
bought George Bush's low-level
message. Bush was able to gener
ate fear as a result of ignorance.
It was disconcerting to see Amer
ica's ignorance so blatantly dis
played on the issue of crime in
America. The Vice-President took
Michael Dukakis' record on crime
in Massachusetts completely out
of context. He pandered to ignor
ance and was successful. We
certainly saw more of Willie
Horton the last few weeks of the
election than Dan Quayle.
What is more disconcerting is
the emphasis certain groups
placed on what I think were and
continue to be minor issues. One
news program featured a segment
on why certain Texans, most of
whom were named Roy or JimBob, were voting for Bush. One

Undue Process

(Continued from page 3)

town for the right door — it
would've been quicker if he had
used a map rather than a hair
utensil — but he bangs heartily
on the doorbell. Scrood, having
spent his entire life in library
carrels, never did learn much
about real world knocking, which
always prevented him from fully
understanding the knock-andannounce rule. The door opens.]
Scrood: Merry Christmas!!! God
bless us every one! I was spending
all Christmas break studying in
the law library, but then I realized
I could do much more good out
here, get much more benefit out
of this instead of just spending all
my time studying. And darn if
those ghosts weren't right. This
is really going to make me better
off in the long run. I am trans
formed. No more working myself
to death to get the best grades.
There's definitely more to law
school than that. Merry
Christmas!
[The person at the door hesi
tates. Scrood plunges on.]
Scrood; Look, you don't know
who I am, but I have these gifts
and I want you to take and enjoy
them in the proper spirit of the
season.
Door: Uh, thanks, but I don't
think I can accept —
Scrood: Of course you can.
You'll know me well enough in
two weeks, Professor. I have four
more courses — uh, Christmas
visits — to take care of before next
semester. God bless us, every one,
with no less than a B-"-.
The moral is, of course, that
some people will never learn. I
suppose I could've gotten that
point across in a lot less space,
but then again, it's my column
and I can take all the space I like.
Space is, after all, the Finals
frontier. The epilogue of this is
that, no, the student did not,
change his ways and all his
potential clients ended up respond
ing unfavorably to his earnest
proposal in procuring a lawyer, to
"Get Scrood." His law career
failed (he didn't have a ghost of
a chance, since he didn't enter into
it with the proper spirit), and he
wound up bussing tables at

Friendly's, where they insisted he
be dipped in turqoise dye and have
the name of the bar emblazoned
acKJSsWs chest before they agreed
to hire him. They apparently
wanted to get Scrood, blued and
tattooed. On the plus side, he did
find his socks, so his law school
education wasn't a complete loss.
The bottom line is that it's been
a long semester, what with moot
court briefs under review, and
now finals and midterms coming
up. So may all your briefs be final
and all your finals be brief, and
have a nice legal holiday keeping
in mind the true spirit of the law.

of the cowboys, who was barely foreign affairs. On thelatter issue, elected. While Bush pandered to
audible due to the huge chaw George Bush had a huge advan the to the ignorance of the masses,
protruding from his upper lip, tage over Michael Dukakis. Duka he also pandered to the greed of
expressed the view of the group: kis had no experience at all in the well-heeled. The result will be
"that liberal Yankee governor is^ international affairs. Bush, on the that the rich will continue to get
going to take away our guns." other hand, was an experienced richer while the poor will get
While I grudgingly respect the statesman who has had major poorer.
view that all Americans should be exposure and practice in interna
In the long run, the divergency
allowed to own a gun, I find the tional relations as Ambassador to of the upper and lower classes will
militancy of the neanderthal China, United Nations Ambassa be detrimental to all groups in
National Rifle Association (NRA) dor, Director of the C.I.A., and society. America is a nation which
deeply disturbing.
Vice-President. Bush could easily has strived on healthy competi
What harm is there in a law have focused on foreign policy to tion. What competition will there
which requires a one week waiting win this election. It was unfortu be if we develop into a nation of
period before a person can own a nate that he chose to pander to very poor and very rich? Basket
handgun? Moreover, what is the the nation's ignorance instead.
ball? We should not take for
need to lobby strongly against a
The second issue: economics, granted, as it is so easy to do, the
value and need for quality educa
tion. Every American deserves the
right to receive a superb educa
tion. That does not seem to be the
current trend. We are developing
into a national where only the
elites will receive superior educa
tions. This is detrimental to all
because it will reduce the number
of people who will be able to
contribute to the decision making
segments of society. The result
will be a decrease in problem
solving capability and creative
thought.
The black lower class is becom
ing mired in poverty and hopeless
ness. Now is not the time to place
blame on either White America for
oppressing blacks, or on Black
America for not doing enough to
law which would make illegal was terribly neglected in this get out of their condition. Blame
bullets which have the force to go recent campaign. The primary is irrelevant. Positive action is
through bullet proof vests? I really reason for this neglect was that essential. We must strive to put
do not think that the NRA wants neither candidate could muster up an end to the welfare state which
to see more dead cops, but I cannot a credible answer as to how to has been created. In the long run,
think of any other rational reason solve the budget deficit problem. if this problem is not remedied,
why it would oppose such a law. The general economic theories of all of society will suffer. The
The NRA is the biggest and most both candidates, however, were white-collars who are now reaping
powerful interest group in the well known. Dukakis favored the benefits of governmental
United States. I find that thought greater social spending. Bush economic restraint will bear the
scary as hell. There are a lot of favored greater government res economic burden in the future
Roys and Jim-Bobs in this nation. traint. The large majority of unless progress is made very soon.
Regardless of one's views on lawyers and law students undoub- The key is education. George
guns,' the issue of gun control tably voted for Bush because he Bush has**¥?iWea te be an "Edu
should not in my view be decisive. would better serve their imme cation President." It is up to us,
Likewise, the issue of the pledge diate economic interests.
the educated, to insure that this
The area of mergers and acqui promise does not become another
of allegiance was ridiculous. The
sitions
is
indicative
of
why
Bush
Vice-President again pandered to
forgotten campaign pledge. Pres
ignorance. The pledge in public appeared to be a better economic sure must be brought on
bet.
The
Vice-President
has
schools violates the constitution
President-elect Bush to foster and
ally mandated separation of pledged to continue the non- develop excellent educational
enforcement
of
anti-trust
laws.
church and state. The attack on
opportunities for all citizens.
the Governor on this issue was The result will be a continued glut Maybe then the presidential can
of
mergers
and
takeovers,
where
pure political hogwash.
didates will have to deal with real
There were only two issues lawyers will make a lot of money. issues instead of pandering to
which I thought were essential: Dukakis, not surprisingly vowed ignorance.
the nation's economic future and to enforce the anti-trustlaws if
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NEWS

ABA Meeting Crosses Borders
and equal participation for (17) Proposed that the ABA urge inducted at a formal dinner on
the ALI to investigate the Saturday evening. The highlight
minorities and women in
full extent of common law for our school, however, was being
legal education and the
dignitary torts. Further, selected by the NSBA Board as
profession;
that the ALI include racial SBA of the Year-Eastern Region.
(8) Proposed that one day dur
discrimination and any oth I accepted this award on our
ing the academic year be
er acts of discrimination as behalf.
designated as "Law Stu
dignitary torts in any future
dents for the Homeless
revisions or amendments of
Day";
(9) & Proposed that student leadthe Restatement of Torts; (Continued from page 1)
(10) ers be added to the possible
and
judging panels. For instance,
list of persons to whom the (18) Proposed in conjunction
when the Villanova team
president or dean of a law
with Proposal 6.
advanced to the semifinal round
school may discuss the con
There was much debate on
against the University of Florida
tents of the site evaluation several of the resolutions with
Law School, the judging panel
most having both proponent and
reports;
was composed of one judge from
(11) Proposed that the LSD urge opponent speakers.Some points of
the D.C. Circuit,one from the U.S.
the ABA to promote academ contention were ironed out by District Court from the Southern
ic freedom and the free compromise through amendments District of Texas, and a justice of
exchange of ideas as secured to the resolutions. The hardest
the New Hampshire Supreme
by the proper use of the fought battle was over Resolution Court.
tenure system of ABA-, 88-12. It was scheduled for a vote
The Villanova team argued six
accreditedlaw schools;
on Thursday afternoon, but . times in the three-day competi
(12) Proposed that necessary because of the heated debate on
tion, defeating teams from Ohioamendments be made to both sides, the resolution was
Northern, Detroit School of Law,
create a new officer position tabled until the following day. Illinois Northern, Brooklyn Law
in the LSD entitled Vice- This caused meetings of the School, University of Florida, and
Chairperson/SBA;
National Student Bar Association Oklahoma City.
(13) Proposed that the LSD urge (NSBA) to be postponed, thus
In each round of the competi
the ABA to research the resulting in the SBA presidents tion, a coin toss determined which
causes for continuing dra seeing their free time nearly
side of the argument a team must
matic increases in law obliterated. The outcome of the present. Each team wrote one
school tuition and develop vote on Resolution 88-12 was brief for either the appellant or
and distribute recommenda determinative of the course to be appellee, but also had to prepare
tions on minimizing tuition charted at the NSBA meetings. for oral argument for both sides
During the time of the NSBA of the problem. The fifty-fifty odds
increases;
Proposed that the LSD urge meetings, the ABA representa of the coin flip held true, as the
the ABA to recommend that tives had meetings of their own.
team argued three times for Appel
all ABA-approved law These separate meetings allowed
lee, three for Appellant in the six
schools develop or streng for the exchange of ideas and
rounds from initial round through
then a policy of "open sign information among SBA presi
the final. Villanova's best brief
ups" for all on-campus dents and ABA representatives.
was written for the Appellee, and
Additionally, there were elec will be published by the John
interviews;
Proposed that the ABA tions at these meetings for Div Marshall Law Review.
standards for approval of ision Delegate, Vice-Chairperson/
In the final round, the Villanova
law schools be amended to SBA, Vice-Chairperson/SBA- team argued against Oklahoma
eliminate the distinction Elect, and NSBA officers. The City before a filled courtroom. The
between full time and part Third Circuit had a candidate for
distinguished panel included:
time students; to standard Division Delegate, Janice Peter
judge Kenneth Ripple, U.S. Court
ize the residency require son, the ABA/LSD rep at Widener
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit;
ments of all students; and University and the Executive justice M. Jean Coyne, MinnesotaTo allow flexibility for Lieutenant Governor of the Third Supreme Court; Justice Brent
extraordinary circumstan Circuit. Janet, however, was
Dickson, Indiana Supreme Court;
ces not contemplated by the unsuccessful in her bid for this Justice Andy Douglass, Ohio
position. The Third Circuit also Supreme Court, Judge George N.
standard;
Proposed that the ABA had a candidate for both the Vice- Leighton, U.S. District Court for
urges the American Law Chair/SBA and NSBA President,
the Northern District of Illinois
Nancy Sabol, Yolanda Pagano with SBA Award
Institute (ALI) to establish me. In addition to being President
(retired).
a Model Discrimination of our SBA, I also serve as Third
A trip to Chicago, two team
Code Project which would Circuit Lieutenant Governor- awards and one individual honor,
thoroughly investigate and SBA. I was, however, also unsuc publication in of their brief in a
propose model legislation cessful in my election bid.
law review, national prestige for
However, the convention was a Villanova Law School: all in all,
that protects the legitimate
aspirations of groups often huge success. Not only were all
the verdict for the team from
victimized
by the resolutions passed, but the Villanova was overwhelmingly
newly elected officers were also favorable.
discrimination:
being on Law Review. Richelle
by Lisa Massey
I interviewed Richelle Mayestro Mayestro said that it was "good
Ves, the pictures and captions
and Tim Coyne, two third years experience in researching and
correspond in a slightly convo
and both editors of Villanova Law writing and working together
luted way. No one ever prom
Review, to ask a few questions with other people in the same
ised law school would be
about what it was all about. It position in a professional capacity
straightforward.
may come as a surprise that these because the Law Review publica
two people are not so serious tion is totally student produced."
about law school that all they do
If a second year has qualified
is study. They are both wellrounded people who are very easy for Law Review, as both Richelle
to talk to and full of good advice and Tim did, s/he is eligible to go
for a first year like me. They on the board third year, as Richelle
remember what it was like to be and Tim also did. The board
unestablished at VLS and how oversees the process of publication
of Law Review and the second and
weird first year was.
As to Law Review they told me third years on for the first time.
This atmosphere is much like the
this: In order toget on Law Review
people can grade on by being in atmosphere in the working place.
the top 10% of their class or write At the time of graduation many
on for the open writing competi Law Review members feel quite
comfortable working in that
tion in the spring after exams are
over. If after first year a student capacity with others, a valuable
grades on s/he can turn it down, asset for the real world. Law
as it demands a lot of work in Review publishes six Law Review
books, one of which is a sympo
"addition to a summer job and then
sium
of papers written on ideas
law school during the rest of the
year, but that student will not be originated by academicians, prac
Conscience shocked by the
asked again even if s/he grades ticing attorneys, students and
alarm clock, burn pancakes
on second year. If a second year others. They publish articles, case
and take County Line to the law
is on law review s/he will be notes, comments and third circuit
school — Coffee and Con. Law.
required to write a case note and review case briefs.
It's "If any of you are following
a case brief, and third years write
Tim Coyne cautions that
this (and I have my doubts)"
a comment. The work they do although Law Review is a helpful
Lenny is talking trusts, laud
and "We're doing so well we
could be selected for publication. experience as a threshold for a job,
ing heirs, inter vivos gifts. He
must press on." Same experts
Sug^ts a scenario and clears
Also, those on law review are it is but one way to get your foot
again.
his throat. A fifty-minute
required to do proof-reading and in the door. He stated that Law
undertaking. This man's com
poolwork, which is cite-checking Review was "something to strive
mentary is ... deadly. The
according to the blue book and for but it should not, in itself, be
static minute hand clings,
source-checking of other people's made a goal" and that "it should
before the bell (liberty) rings. If
not be a number one priority in
work.
you can't stand the heat of
I asked Richelle and Tim why, law school. It is a means of
Room 30, get into the cafeteria.
besides the distinction of it and opening doors, but not the only
the respect of others, it was worth means."

by Yolanda F. Pagano

On August 4-7, the American
Bar Association, Law Student (2)
Division (ABA/LSD), held its
Annual Meeting in Toronto, Can
ada. One might think that Canada
is an odd place to hold an Amer
ican Bar Association meeting, but (3)
you know how lawyers love to
travel on their clients' money.
Actually, the Canadian and Amer
ican Bar Associations held a joint
meeting hosted by our neighbor
to the north. The Law Student
Division's voting membership
consists of the ABA/LSD Repre
sentative and the SBA President (4)
from each ABA accredited law
school. Therefore, Nancy Sabol
and I [Yolanda Pagano], who hold
these positions, respectively,
represented Villanova at this (5)
meeting.
This year, there were 18 reso
lutions put before the LSD assem
bly for vote. All 18 resolutions
passed. The resolutions dealt with (6)
the following matters:
(1) Proposed that the ABA
adopt the Model Rule for (7)

Minimum Continuing Legal
Education;
Proposed that the ABA
oppose discrimination in
capital sentencing on the
basis of the race of either the
victim or the defendant:
Proposed that the ABA rec
ognize that persistence of
both overt and subtle bar
riers denies women the
opportunity to achieve full
integration and equal par
ticipation in the work,
responsibilities and rewards
of the legal profession;
Proposal that the ABA
recommend to state and
local bir associations that
they adopt a creed of
professionalism;
Proposal that the LSD
amend its current bylaws to
clearly articulate removal
procedures for Division
officials;
Proposed endorsement of a
50 hour per year pro bono
service requirement;
Proposed to promote full

Law Review:
The Inside Story

Moot Winners
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FEATURES
As I See It. . . I L S t r e a m o f U n c o n s c i o u s n e s s
by Suzanne Bender

Wednesday, November 2: Stu
pidity Day at Villanova Law
School: I was delighted to see that
the law students were in an
especially festive mood on this,
the loveliest and liveliest of
Autumn holidays.
At 8:40 in Contracts class, we
started our usual rad' Socratic
session with a case which involved
a food market and a co. which
installed burglar alarms. The two
parties had entered a contract in
which the alarm co. installed an
alarm in the market for a certain
sum of money. What do we have
here? Ummmm... Well, let me put
it another way: What are we
studying in this course? Ummm
... CONTRACTS, BOZO! Right.
Bargain for exchange? Yeah! Con
sideration? Uh-huh! O.K. We're
really moving along. So anyway,
in the contract there was this new
kind of clause called "hquidated
damages." It said that the alarm
CO. would send a guard and call
the police promptly if the alarm
in the food market went off. The
alarm co. would be responsible for
only $50 in damages. The market
was broken into, the alarm went
off, the burglar stole something
like $35,000 worth of stuff. Pity.
The alarm co. didn't respond to
the call for NINE minutes. So we
talked about it for a while and
then went on to the next case (in
which Herbert Wisner was a
farmer). Vanna White raised her
hand. Mr. Teacher acknowledged
her desire to ask a question:
"G'head." Vanna was troubled by
something in the liquidated dam
ages clause in the prior case. She
said: "The contract said 'prompt
ly,' that the alarm co. would
dispatch itsguard promptly. Well,
isn't nine minutes promptly?"
Nah. N_XT C_S_ I'd like to buy
a vowel please.
The next case was about Her
bert Wisner who was a farmer.
Herbert contracted tosell so many
bushels of tomatoes to a canning
CO. (We're still on the subject of
liquidated damages). Mr. Teacher
called on Barbie Doll: "Miss Doll,
what are the facts of this case?"
Usually, if the victim doesn't
respond almost immediately (or
"promptly"), the next victim is
selected, leaving the first victim
feeling like, well, SH_T. But on
this holiday, both teacher and
Miss Doll were celebrating madly.
Miss Doll couldn't answer the
question. Mr. Teacher just waited.

(The other students gasped, but
continued ,to look at their Ixxjks
so Mr. T. wouldn't call on any of
them). An inordinate amount of
time passed. Thirty seconds. At
least. Poor girl! But no, not really.
Have we forgotten what day it
was? She was just overwhelmed
by the festivities — and so early
in the morning too. A real party
animal. Well, finally, Mr. T.
selected his next victim. An inco
herent answer was given (another

So much for that. I can't help
but notice that I've been called on
more than once in contracts class.
S.M. theorized that perhaps I have
an invisible hand (unknown to
me) that sticks out from the top
of my head and waves at Mr.
Teacher, who is the only person
able to see it. He thinks I volunteer
a lot. He is misinformed.
Lately, several of us have been
getting kind of nervous, kind of
frantic, kind of neurotic. After

M' ir n w ym
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partier), so Mr. T., who was the
most jovial celebrant of us all,
called on — who? — why Miss
Doll, of course. On any other day,
this would have been an excru
ciatingly humiliating experience
for Miss Doll. I felt left out.
The day went too quickly. Quite
a few people were absent from
school. So last week, the school
held a "make-up Stupidity Day"
and absenteeism was practically
nil. In Civil Procedure, for exam
ple, the professor resorted to the
highly unusual (for him) tactic of
scanning his class list. "Mr.
Flintstone? Mr. Fred Flintstone?"
(there are two Mr. Flintstones in
the class). This Mr. Flintstone
was the one with the earring, but
the teacher didn't know that. Mr.
Fred Flintstone simply glanced
around pretending he was absent.
"Mr. Fhntstone, are you here?"
the teacher desperately asked,
neglecting to look at his seating
chart. (Why?) But Fred, obviously
unprepared, simply grinned and
looked around as if he, too, were
searching for Mr. Fred Flintstone.
Mr. Flintstone performed the
quintessential Stupidity Day act.
Congratulations.

study group meetings (my group
has met three times), E.B. confides
that he is "totally neurotic" about
everything that we discussed.
"After you guys talked about
condos and co-ops, I became totally
neurotic. I freaked out when I got
home." So I say, reassuringly
[lying through my teeth], "Look,
we're all in the same boat. You
know, E., that we're both pretty
smart. Well, we^e
sp|ut
as everyone else here.' E. looks
stupified, really miffed. "Why do
you say that?" he asks. "What do
you mean 'Why do I say that?' "
[because I really don't know why
I said that, so either I repeat his
question or I ask if he could
"rephrase" his question, which
would have only made him even
more neurotic]. It's time to call a
confidence session. I suggest one.
We play pinball instead.
Earlier in the semester, Mr.
O'Brien told our class that when
he visited one of his student's
apartment buildings, the student
happened to see him on the stair
case and fell. The shock was too
great for the poor boy. I thought
that was rather silly. Mr. O'Brien
is so kind, so "f—i—i—ine, f—i—

i—ine," so "suave" (as C.T. says).
How could anyone be afraid of
him? On make-up Stupidity Day,
as I was about to leave the cafete
ria after lunch, I pushed the door
from the inside, Mr. O'Brien
pushed the same door from the
outside, I was shocked. I fell. He
very kindly helped me to my feet.
That afternoon, I went to my
doctor in Bryn Mawr. My appoint
ment was for 2:15, but I didn't get
into the examining room till 3:30.
As I was about to slide from the
chair to the floor (I really didn't
feel well — the shock of seeing
Mr. O'Brien earlier in the day
exhausted me, gave me a fever,
I had to have blood tests), the
doctor's nurse began to chat:
"So you go to Villanova Law
School?"
"Yes."
"Y'know Mr. O'Brien?"
[That's why I'm here!] "Mr.
O'Brien? [I yawn] He's my torts
professor."
"Lovely man, isn't he?"
"Yes. Suave too."
"He's one of Dr. Lander's
patients too, y'know."
An amazing coincidence.
Ah impartial third party has
seen us both without our clothes
on!
A friend told me that the Boy
Wonder was killed overseas and
Batman was now a solo act. That
was devastating news, really.
Batman and Robin, along with the
Brady Bunch, are my favorite TV
shows. Knowing that Robin has
perished ruins the joy I used to
have while watching the re-runs.
At least I know that all the Bradys
(and Alice) are still alive. Another
friend told me that Batman and
Robin were homosexuals. "Get
It out for me and, sadly, it started
to make sense. He said, "Didn't
you ever wonder about them
sliding down the Batpoles? And
didn't you ever wonder why those
two lived alone together in the
first place?" Aha! "They didn't
live alone!" I responded. "They
lived with Batman's aunt. And
Alfred." "Alfred was gay too. The
aunt was the unwitting victim.
She was the perfect cover-up."
Come to think of it, Alfred always
looked as if he knew everything
that was going on but was too
polite to reveal it. I guess he
wanted to keep his job too. And
what a job it was: All he ever had
to do was dust the Shakespeare
head which concealed the red
phone. So it goes.

So have we all had enough of
wrongful life, wrongful birth and,
lo. Snuffy the wonder dog? It was
all a bizarre dream. Ken and Peggy
Johnson have gone through hell.
First, Ken is assaulted by a gang
in the hallway of an apartment
in Miami. Ken is weary. Then,
while he and Peggy are gardening
in their yard in Galveston, Sonja
Beastmaster's crazed canine.
Spike, mauls Peggy. Ken, who has
been told by his attorneys to seem
dazed and, occasionally, catatonic
(until the Miami assault case
comes to trial), just stands there
while Spike gnaws at Peggy.
Peggy is screaming like Richard
Dreyfuss did when he got eaten
by JAWS. Blood spurts every
where. One imagines it is a grip
ping scene. So Peggy is nearly
decapitated and left limbless and
it is Ken who sues for negligent
infliction of emotional distress.
Why not, right? Why not get all
the $$$ from this that he can.
(Maybe Ken figures he'll divorce
Peggy if she survives the accident
because of her hideous disfigure
ment). Anyway, Peggy is rushed
to a Ixjuisiana (yes, Louisiana, the
only civil law state in the country)
hospital where Dr. Frank N. Stein
orders a life-saving blood transfu
sion. Peggy lives. The blood, it
turns out, had tested positive for
AIDS, but no one told Peggy that.
Peggy visits Dr. Stein, who tests
her blood for AIDS. The test is
negative. "Peggy, dear, you have
a flu. Better you should drink lots
of liquid and, because I am Jewish,
my mother will make chicken
soup for you. Oy." So Peggy goes
home and watches a flurry of
AIDS documentaries on TV with
Ken. Peg^ has a baby. Peggy
,t^t§ positive for tAIDSfctte
tests positfye for AIDS. Ken is still
out of work because he's tired
(from the assault in Miami).
Everyone (but the lawyers) wants
either to kill themselves or make
LOTS of money on this case (if
there is one, that is). Hey, I have
an idea: Let's all pretend we're '
lawyers and help them out! Yeah!
Cool.
The people who design these
hypothetical cases act collusively.
Obviously, "Spike" was actually
"Snuffy" in disguise, who was out
sniffing for illegal substances like,
I don't know, narcotics maybe.
Ken was trimming the roses, but
Peggy was slyly cultivating her
cannibis plants, and the clever
canine caught on. So who's to
blame?

jCegitima
Verba

OVI

by Scott A. Cronin

Sign outside a personal injury
firm;
"To the victim go the spoils."
A good law is one that holds,
whether you recognize it or not;
a bad law is one that cannot,
however much you ordain it.
— Ruskin

•nJoo

Validius est naturae testimonium
quam doctrinae argumentum.
— St. Ambrose

"Saltines, Euphrates, breadsticks" — ^me people are at
lunch, surprise. Read Corps so
you don't need to improvise if
you 're called on. Palm loses his
calm if your excuse is you
haven tdone the reading. {Keep
feeding: yogurt; cheese fries.)
Get to class late. Look closely
at the Delaware statute and
perpetrate a convincing state of
rapt attention.

After class dash through the mail room
smoke — buy a Coke at the break to stay
awake through Fed. Tax. Before you open
the books it's 10 minutes on what deductions
Maule took and whether the class looks
interested or not. Qualified deductions are
calculated. Some pulse rates are found.
What's the answer to problem 4?
Skip the parking lot races; look at tomor
row's Sales cases. At the Acme get chicken,
veggies and pop-tarts in your shop cart and
then start an evening with your outlines. And
other outlines.

Hours in front of the computer screen,
typingin all the substance you can glean fron/i
three odd months of Turk's class. You last
till Letterman's first guest. Pia Zadora sings
Bon Jovi classics. Great. Count sheep, maybe
sleep if you have time . ..in January. I think
tifit's everything,
tley, did you get a job yet?

The lawyer is a gentleman who
rescues your estate from your
enemies, and keeps it for himself.
— Brougham
• » •
Let but the public mind become
thoroughly corrupt, and all
attempts to secure property, lib
erty, or life by mere force of laws
written on parchment will be as
vain as putting up printed notices
in an orchard to keep off cankerworms.
— Horace Mann
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THEGAREY
HIGH SOCIAL
BASIC CHATTER
Mid-October found a select few
VLS kids dancing the night away
to the sounds of the Chatterband
at the Main Lion. Starting off the
night was the Lion's Wednesday
night Hula-hoop contest. VLS
entries were 3L's B.M. D.B. and
F.S., with B.M. making it all the
way to the finals, but he didn't
have the right rhythm to take the
crown. Word has it that he has
been working. on those pelvic
movements, we just don't know
who with! Our new woman of the
80's 3L D.E. entered the female
side but was soon sidetracked by
some mad woman. Although she
lost the contest, she got her man.
Thank goodness it didn't come to
fists. Without those VLS animals
the Lion would have been quite
the bore. Pics of Crash, Har,
Harriet, Muskrat, and Yo Baby
You donned the video screen as
the management kept asking
"Where's Cousin Brucie?" He was
probably downing some shots of
Stoli's with 2Ls MG, LC, TB, DW,
and EB. ILs TR, TS, CS, PS, MP,
MS, CA, BL, KJ, and JS (hope we
didn't leave anyone out)joined
party and bar veterans LY, CT,
and CW that same night rounding
out the VLS participation. It looks
like the ILs are starting to really
get into the Villanova spirit. Very
few walked away from the Lion
that night in a coherent state. We
congratulate the entire bunch on
a night done up the right way in
the middle of the week.
RARE APPEARANCES
He's a good bowler folks; that's
»none other than
3L fame
who made a rarest of rare appear
ances at Devon Lane one night
with some other 3L kingpins. 3L
TC no longer qualifies for this
category as he has been spotted
at a number of VLS functions this
year. 3L FR was seen in school
in mid-November, but it was not
on a weekday in class. He was
actually in the library one Satur
day morning. We're told that he
was searching for the meaning of
the word "protrunicity." Lastly,
2L SP made a rare appearance at
the Jewish Law Students Associ
ation's dinner with fellow friend
2L CR. When asked why they
were out with JLS that night they
answered, "Hey, free food and
drink, wlw else?"
WORD ON THE HERD
Beefsteak Charlie's was the
ugly scene one Friday in
November. Early arrivals. Herd
sidekicks, KM and DS had some
time to kill so they cruised the
Mall trying to pick up chicks.
Aren't you guys a little old for high

school girls? Gust kidding!) The
night turned into a Chugfest once
they got to McSorleys 5 or 6 hours'
later. The activity of the night
was singing to young ladies and
looking at the picture of 3L MT's
ex-girlfriend plastered on the
wall. No, she wasn't plastered, her
picture was. Tag team chugging
became the rage, but we know
that FA will never do that again,
for he had a bad date with the
Porcelain Goddess the next day.
FS did not even make it past his
living room the next day. Other
non-Herd regulars did join the fun
that night, including CS, who
made one of his rare appearances
out with the boys. On a serious
note, we'd like to Congratulate
these guys on making it to the
finals of the Undergrad Football
Intramurals League.
PARTY SCENE
The sporting crowd at the LS,
TS, BS (the S-team) pseudobirthday bash for LS turned a
normal, crowded, average party
living room into the famed Pump
kin Bowl, setting up and knocking
down ten-pins (ten beer cups,
actually) with a custom-designed
pumpkin. Participants in this
Bowling for pie contest could not
make enough noise to drown out
the singing debut of the Supines,
2L's AZ and DH, but it was close.
2Ls KM, JQ, and JL hosted the
bash of the year to date on the
first Friday in November. This
one ranks a 9.75 on the party scale
and a 6 on the Richter Scale. They
scored points for biggest crowd of
the year and inventive place for
the keg. We even have reports that
there weee raiQ!urs«i|r«s minors,
hiding in the closet. Next time
these guys throw a party,
remember your ear plugs and
party garb and don't forget your
ID, because the noise is loud and
you can't get out without showing
your ID. This party was just too
fun, so the Tredyffrin Township
Police had to come by and see
what they were missing. As they
were being escorted'out, some ILs
were heard claiming, "Hey is this
a Terry stop?" while the 2Ls
exclaimed "Yeah, I think so, but
I must have missed that class,"
and the 3Ls all asked "Who is
Terry and where does she live?"
We think it's all just Fruit of the
Poisonous Tree anyway. After all.
Fake IDs were confiscated, warn
ings issued, and much fun was
had by all. Next time, folks, leave
those little brothers and sisters at
home, or at least in the closet.
HALLOWEENIES
. RP hosted the 3Ls on the fright
ful eve, but it wasn't very fright
ening unless you consider that

MO may someday be a real Judge
not just dressed as one or that MM
thinks he can pass as the Minyan
from Hell. (Imagine that?!). BR
made another rare appearance
dressed as a Nerd, but most people
thought he had forgotten to dress
up for the occasion. 3L DB was
noted asking many of the single
young ladies if they'd like to have
him for breakfast. Next time,
remember the syrup.
3L TB and 2L SP also hosted
festivities on Halloween, but no
costumes were permitted at this
one, not even the edible ones. Big
attendance for this one even
though it was on very short
notice. 2Ls PT, IM, MG, CR, KF,
MA, MG, MM, DW, and many
others were there while PL pro
vided entertainment with his own
beverages and indoor laser tag
games. Some guest appearance
were put in by 3Ls MT, RT, JT,
JM, LC, to name a few and 2Ls
BH and PH also made it. And it
wouldn't have been a party with
out 3L MB.
New SBA rep KP also had a big
bash that was full of costumage.
She gets a high score of 7.75 for
this gala event just because the
pictures looked like they had a
fantastic time! We want to know
why 2L CR can not keep his pants
on, especially when his roomie KF
is around.
CAUGHT IN THE ACT!!!!! IL
heavyweight and KO king LH was
seen changing his flat tire on
Halloween. Of course this isn't
such a terrible thing to have to
do, unless of course you are
dressed as TINKERBELL. We
d<m't uadenstancl why he didn't
just wave his magic wand and go
to Disney World for the night.
HOLIDAY SPIRIT
Congrats go out to 3L SS who
finally took himself out of com
mission lately and popped the big
question. We guess that he decided
that now is the right time and she
is the right gal. We wish you and
your future all the best!
Also, the ILs had a glorious time
at their TG the day their memos
were due. However, it seems that
IL male BP likes beer more than
3L BM and will soon be set out
as an example for Dean O's Torts
class on the way not to react to
an intense emotional release!
Finally, we hope to see all of you
at the annual Holiday Bash on the
last day of classes. It is always
the party of the year. Good luck
on finals and we wish everyone
a happy and healthy holiday
season and New Year. See you in
the caf; well, we figure we have
a better chance of seeing you in
the Lib these days.

COUNSELOR
AT
LARGE

Dear CL,
I just can't get enough of
McLean Stevenson. I loved his
exciting roles in M*A*S*H and
Hello, Larry. Is there any way for
me to satiate my need for his
comic genius?
Signed,
Insane for McLean
Dear Insane,
CL shares your burning lust for
this man. One of the true comic
geniuses of our time. CL thought
Stevenson's portrayal of Larry
was second only to Gavin
McLeod's role as that loveable
head helmsman, Captain Steubing. It truly is an indictment of
society today that Hello, Larry
was concelled. The only possible
reason for this act is that the
program was ahead of its time —
America just wasn't mature
enough for his sharp wit. The
general populace could not com
prehend the intricate symbolism
involved and the in-depth explo
ration of man's inhumanity to
man. How CL enjoyed sharing in
Larry's trials and tribulations;
rejoicing in his triumphs and
agonizing in his defeats. Each
episode left me weak and weepy
— "psychologically spent."
The fact that America is suf
fering from sit-com illiteracy is
attested to by the widespread
acceptance of Larry. In France,
McLean Stevenson is worshipped
as a second Jerry Lewis. Current
ly, the only way to whet your
appetite for the man's comic
genius is to tape M*A*S*H re-runs
and start your own personal
collection. Perhaps you and your
friends could petition the net
works to give "Hello, Larry"
another chance. After all, it
worked for "Cagney and Lacey."
Next time you're feeling blue
about McLean Stevenson's lot in
life, ask yourself a question that
greatly disturbs CL: Why doesn't
Ben Gazzara have his own series?
The bottom line for those suf
fering Stevenson withdrawal:
McLean is now a regular on the
new show Dirty Dancing. But
for how long?

Dear CL,
I recently went on a second
interview with a prestigious Phi
ladelphia firm. At lunch, I was
seated next toa beautiful associate
who seemed to be "coming on" to
me. How should I handle this
situation?
Signed,
Fondled in Philly
Dear Fondled,
It depends on how badly you
want the job. You could give her
a backhander across the face, but
that wouldn't further your quest
for gainful employment. You
could string her along, get that
$1000 a week position and then
blow her off. It's always good to
have the last laugh. You could
always give into the vixen and let
her have her way with you.
While all of these alternatives
are available to you, CL considers
the best option is to play it cool
and politely rebuff her advances.

Dear CL,
I'm a first year preparingfor my
first set of law school exams and
I'm at my wit's end. My nails are
bitten to the quick, my hair is
falling out in clumps, and I haven't
done any of my Christmas shop
ping. How does anyone get
through this time of year??
Signed,
Nervous Novice
Dear Nervice,
First of all, stop biting your
nails and tearing your hair out.
Exams come and
but your
physical appearance is here to
stay.
Here are some exam-time suidelines you may find helpful: First,
anyone who claims to know it all
is either lying or stupid. Don't let
these people into your study
group. Second, allocate some time
for relaxation: work out, do some
Christmas shopping, watch a
little T.V. And third, think about
all the goofy lawyers you've ever
met. They got through it, didn't
they?

See You Later^ Al E. Gator^s
by Tom Riley
Recently overheard student
lounge conversation: (Friday, 10
p.m.)
Myrna: (whimpering) Wow, I'm
totally tired of outlining; I wish
that some dashing law student
would take me to a really hip but
conveniently near-by place. Too
bad no such place exists. I wish
I was dead.
Schlomo: (eagerly, with a 70'slike disco demeanor) Hey, baby,
how about heading over to Al E.
Gators and 'doing a lap' around
the bar with me. Aren't all those
overpriced brass and fake-fern
pick-up joints great? Or, if you're
in the mood for some real fun,
we could head out to the "classy"
Main Lion, where hundreds of
books are glued into the wall.
Myrna; To tell you the truth,
I'd really better get working on
some outlines for next semester
and I promised myself I'd play
some solo Yahtzee tonight.

What Schlomo, Myrna, and so
many other Villanova Law stu
dents don't realize is that we go
to school in an area rich with
unique bar-hoppingopportunities.
For those adventurous enough to
look beyond the institutional
"fun" offered by bars named after
preppily-clad carnivorous animals
(using hilarious puns), the options
are indeed numerous. Here are
just a few local alternatives:
The Bally-go, located at 16
Ballygomingo Road in nearby
Conshohocken, oozes character.
There is live jazz on weekends,
and never a cover. One of the most
alluring charms of this place is the
profound beer selection. There is
no official list, just ask for wha
tever beer in the world you want,
and there is a reasonable chance
that you shall receive. There used
to be a sign boasting that they had
"1001 Beers of the World," but
either the beer count went down
or someone stole the sign.

I was surprised to find that few
students had intimate experience
with Roach & O'Briens, 560
Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr. A
notorious haunt of certain VLS
faculty, the dark, smoky interior
offers considerable atmosphere
and even better prices. A few fifty
cent Budweisers and a game of
darts in an extremely low inten
sity atmosphere is often a very
good'thing.
Along a similar vein, and just
down the street at 319 Lancaster
Ave. is well, the bar with no name.
Alternately known as The Tap
Room, That Place, and That
Place Where We Got Beaten
Up By Bikers, this bar offers the
kind of scary fun that one rarely
finds in Haverford. Often empty,
the clientele rarely seems "glad
you came." The bartender, when
asked what the name of his
establishment was, answered, on
different occasions, "Grunt,"
"Why do you want to know," and

"The Tap Room, I guess."
A truly alternative area
drinkery is the bar at Wynnewood Lanes, on Haverford Ave.
in Ardmore. Be careful not to
bowl, but marvel at the haut
coiture parading down the run
ways, and experience up close the
angst and love of eighties adoles
cence by the video games and
(especially) in the parking lot
under the Bowl-a-Rama. At the
bar, be sure to ask for Kelly,
mother and housewife by week,
"Red Death"-dealing bartender by
weekend.
Just down the street is the
Rusty Nail. This place is an
obscure and, frankly, not very
interesting bar notable primarily
for the savagely priced Monday
night special. The value-conscious
alternative seeker should by all
means get acquainted with the
Nail. Where else could one lay

down a big five dollars and receive
sixteen beers and ten slices of
pizza?
The "hipness" of an individual
can be ascertained not so much
by possession of an American
Express Platinum card as by a
Bob's Mystical Garden VIP
card. Located just down Lancaster
Ave. from the Erin Pub in Bryn
Mawr, Bob's offers live reggae on
Wednesday and reggae videos and
records during the rest of the
week. Ask about the "Scorcher"
on Thursdays; when considering
the Scorcher or the authentic
Jamaican cuisine however,
remember that discretion is indeed
often the better part of valor.
Bob's is rarely crowded, but
almost always a good time and it
exudes an aura of Jah rarely felt
in the more conventional VLS
night spots.
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Inquiring Photographer:
Regulating Student Morak?
Photos by

David Outtfim

Interviews by
Suzanne M. Cosentino

I believe that a Catholic univer
sity should not be able to punish
a student for going against the
school's morality. However, since
the students havechosen to attend
a private Catholic university, they
should, out of courtesy and
respect, act according to the
interests of the administration
and not do anything which would
harm the majesty of the school.
The students do have the right to
PQse nude and the school should

not be able to take action against
them unless the photos in some
way disrupt the learning process
in the classroom. Hopefully, the
students who have posed nude
have done so in a tasteful manner,
merely displaying the beauty of
the nude body, like so many of the
fine statues in the Vatican Muse
um. If the Pope doesn't object,
why should we?
— Ralph Sorrento, IL

I agree that the University
should be able to deny Playboy
access to University facilities and
endorsement if they do not wish
to be associated with their pub
lication. However, I can't agree
with any action the University
may take against students who
participate in. this activity. The
University can't legislate morals

and shouldn't punish their stu
dents for exercising their rights
as any other person could. The
focus of any reprisals for the
University's image being used in
ways it does not agree with should
be against the cause of the offense:
Playboy — not Villanova
students.
— Mike Mulligan, 2L

I don't think the school has a
necessary duty to provide facilities
or make any ease of the interview
ing process for the magazine. I
also don't think they have the
right to sanction those who exer
cise their individual right to
choose to appear in that magazine.

Then again, if the school's name
is to be used, they should have a
right to protect their name and,
therefore, should have some say
in what's being done. As to what
that would be, I really couldn't
say.
— Dale T. Facey, IL

Issue:
Should a university be
able to regulate the
morals of its students?
(ie — Can Villanova
prohibit its students
from posing for Play
boy and can it impose
sanctions against
those students?)

I think that it's reprehensible
that Playboy would come onto a
Catholic university's campus and
attempt to do what they're doing.
I don't think it's wrong for the
university to say that students
should not be involved. You don't
have a right to go to school here.

A Catholic university should have
the power to set rules. I do think
the school is legislating morality,
however, some things are wrong,
some things are right — and this
is wrong.
— Thomas Summerville, 2L

II

I

I don't think that a university
can dictate the moral values of its
students. In fact, it is impossible
to impose a set of moral values
upon anyone. However, I think
that the school is well withm its.

authority to provide guidance on
moral issues for the student body,
This is especially true of a private
institution,
_^
Gilsdorf, 3L

X' #

- '

I don't think Playboy should be
allowed to recruit on or off cam
pus. The school should not allow
such reruiting either on campus
or in a context where it will reflect
on the school. A private university
should be allowed to make deci

sions about a policy of this type
and has the right to make these
decisions and set their own pol
icies and require the students to
follow them.
Terry Celli, Placement Office
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Legal Orientation:
Dellapenna in China

problems in American and Chi have begun in an attempt to
by Lisa Kmiec
What is it like for an American nese law. Although Dellapenna reenter the international market
law professor to teach law in a speaks Chinese, the goal of both and prevent a second cultural
land with no legal tradition? To the program and the professor revolution.
This lack of understanding our
explain American culture, tradi was in part to expose the students
tions, and practices to students to English. While the students economic and legal history made
raised where social and political had previously studied English, teaching even relatively simple
conditions are far from American? Dellapenna emphasizes that "part concepts a Herculean task. For
To live for a year in a dramatically of the process was to expose them example, in a lecture focusing MI
to English as used by lawyers."
contract damages, Professor Del
different society?
The language barrier at times lapenna assigned Sullivan v.
, "Fascinating and frustrating,"
presented unique problems in the O'Conner, in which an entertainer
says VLS Professor Joseph Della
penna, who spent last year as a classroom. Because the Chinese contracted with a doctor for a nose
Fulbright Professor teaching law educational system is based on job. When the surgery left her less
lecture and rote memorization, than satisfied, the entertainer
as we know it at Jilin University,
Changchun, in the People's , the students found the Socratic sued and asked for expectation
method both strange and fright damages: the difference between
Republic of China.
Dellapenna was one of 21 pro ening. "When I asked a question her "old nose" and the nose the
and received no response, I didn't doctor promised. The doctor, of
fessors who travelled to China on
the well-known Fulbright pro know what it meant. Was it course, argued that only reliance
gram that sends professors, stu because the student's English damages were suitable.
"The ideas represented in that
dents and artists to foreign coun failed, that he or she was unpre
pared for class, or that he or she case were totally alien to the
tries for scholastic and cultural
simply didn't know the answer?" Chinese students," says Dellapen
exposure. Of the 21 professors in
Other problems arose as a na. First, plastic surgery for
China, seven taught law, five of
whom regularly taught in Amer result of the cultural gap between purely cosmetic reasons is prac
United States and China. While tically unheard of in China. Also,
ican law schools. The program in
China is administered almost our market economy and legal the idea that an entertainer might
entirely by the American Embas tradition prepare us with at least be paid more or less according to
sy, and i? limited to "American the basic tools for understanding how well she performed or how
Studies." The visiting professors the law, China is a country with good she looked was equally alien,
cannot be invited to teach "hard" no legal tradition. Rather, law in because the Chinese are paid the
sciences, but concentrate on the China was for a time limited to same, regardless of their perfor
the recognition of criminal acts mance of the job. Even paying a
three "Ls"; language, liberal arts
and sanctions and the protection doctor for services, something we
and law.
of the power of the state. Civil law Americans accept as natural, was
Selected after a lengthy appli virtually did not develop, and a concept that the students needed
cation process, Dellapenna spent individual rights, particularly as to intellectualize before tackling
the year in northern Jilin Province against the state, did not exist. the legal issues in the case.
teaching contracts, environmental Recently, however, reforms in
In the fall semester, Dellapenna
law, conflicts of law and selected both economic and legal spheres taught 75 graduate and under
graduate students, but in the
spring, due to book shortages and
the problems with the Socratic
method and language barriers, he
needed to reduce the class size.
When he asked the program
(irganizers to choose the students
who would continue, he met with
indecision. Told to choose the
students himself, Dellapenna
chose the top 20 students based
on the exams he administered in
December. "I never thought about
gender balance in the class, and
the roster was written in Chinese
characters. Chinese names, unlike
most American names, do not

The Slapster
(Continued from page 12)
O's, Danny improvised on court,
Ed did heaven knows what, and
the pieces fell into place for the
Jayhawks. Then camegraduation,
and the Emerald City would never
be the same.
Early this November, after a
protracted contract holdout in
which he refused to accept a $10
million contract offer over five
years because some of the money
was deferred, Kansas star Danny
Manning finally came to terms
with the NBA team that drafted
him, the Los Angeles Clippers.
Manning said both sides com
promised to hammer out the
contract which pays him a nondeferred $10.5 million dollars over
five years. This is more than
Larry Bird earns, more than
Charles Barkley earns, more than
Dominique Wilkins earns; hell,
it's more than President Reagan
earns. (I know, I know, the stock
response, which came from Babe
Ruth originally, is "I had a better
year than the President".) Still,
the Man had to compromise to
accept that offer; one shudders at
the thought of what he could have
been asking for. Imagine what loot
Manning might have commanded
(to say nothing of demanded) if he
had scored even a single point
against the Soviets in the Olym
pics, or hit a three-pointer. The
sky's the limit. Again, the man got
a hefty paycheck which he more
than likely doesn't deserve, but
there's no crime in that. So bear

with me.
This fall, the other ruby slipper
dropped at Kansas. The basketball
program was hit with a tornado
in the form of NCAA recruiting
violations which put the school on
probation for the next few years.
Welcome home from Oz, guys,
hope you had a lot of fun, 'cause
you're definitely back in reality
now. The allegations which were
made public were of the munchkin
variety, but to the cynical, where
there's munchkins, there's nasty
flying monkeys. (I don't know
about you, but this Oz metaphor
is really starting to get on my
nerves.) The sanctions for such
acts of misconduct as were
unearthed include restrictions on
recruiting, television exposure
and post-season play.
Who is hurt by this? Larry
Brown, the man who ran the
program under which the viola
tions occurred, strengthening his
recruiting pitch and helping him
land some top-rated talent? He's
safely tucked away in San Antonio
with a big-money, multi-year
contract; the only recruiting prob
lem he has is the one that's
keeping David Robinson in the
Navy for another year. Larry
brought Ed Manning along with
him to the Spurs. Sorry, Larry,
it doesn't work that way. The Los
Angeles Clippers drafted Danny
with the number one pick, and it
doesn't matter who hired his
father in the NBA. Did it hurt
Danny Manning, who unsubstan
tiated allegations suggest may
have received regular payments
from wealthy alumni during his
four-year stretch in the gym at

Kansas^ which pampered and
publicized him, pushing up his
future NBA market value and
easing his college lifestyle? No, he
seems to have come out of it okay,
safely in the NBA, secure from
NCAA repercussions.
Well, who is taking the brunt
of this, then? These guys have
danced; who is around to pay the
fiddler?
Let's start with the fans, those
lovable, slightly-crazed students
who, were it not for college bas
ketball, would have to face drab
midwestern winters with nary a
diversion besides studying or cowtipping — Especially the ones who
decorate themselves in bodypainted hues of Kansas blue and
white and grease-paint their faces
to look like jayhawks (although,
come to think of it, I never have
seen an actual jayhawk; is there
such a thing?) and go bare-chested
to the games, waving the "We're
number 1" salute when the tel
evision cameras inevitably focus
on them (which single-finger
salute I dutifully return, albeit a
different digit) — these fans, for
the rest of their college days, must
do without the glory, the excite
ment, the opportunity to be on
ESPN. Actually, I don't feel too
bad for the body-painted variety,
but the more restrained fanatics
are getting a raw deal. A college
on probation gets a bad, tainted
image, and when they carve up
the high school talent, that school
finds itself with an empty plate.
Instead of national champion
ships, .500 seasons become a team
goal. The fans must suffer with
a team of walk-ons and has-beens.

always indicate gender when
written."
Fifteen out of the twenty stu
dents selected were women. "I
thus found out why the Depart
ment didn't want to choose who
would continue." Apparently
Chinese women with advanced
degrees are seen as unmarriageable and as "wasted resources"
because their career prospects are
so low. "While the situation of
women there has improved in the
last 50 years, they have much
further to go than American
women."
Professor Dellapenna sees main
land Chinese society as tense.
"The people look ground down, as
if they are ready to explode," he
says. Students look to leave the
country not for the "freedoms" we
feel they must long for, but for
the desire for material gain their
system does not offer them.
- There was also a sense of
isolation. While he can commun
icate in Chinese, Professor Della
penna was one of about only 100
foreigners in a province with 23
million people. His wife and
daughter accompanied him to
Chanchun, where his wife, Car
oline, taught English although
she has an MBA in accounting.
"There was no budget for a

foreign accounting teacher, so
they asked her to teach English,
although English is not her native
language," he says. Even with his
family there, at times he felt
homesick.
Dellapenna lived in an apart
ment that he characterized as
"moderately privileged by Chinese
standards, but not like what
foreign diplomats and businesspeople enjoy." State-run grocery
stores were adequate, but the only
commodities in regular supply
there were alcohol and cigarettes.
The free market supplied other
foods and necessaries in the
spring through fall, but dried up
in the winter.
Winter in Jilin Province lasts
from October through April and
brings with it freezing tempera
tures and biting winds. The
classrooms were not heated, and
below zero temperatures forced
Dellapenna to layer clothing. "I
was wearing six layers, two pairs
of gloves," he laughs, "and trying
to write on the blackboard. You
haven't been a teacher until
you've done that.
"Try to imagine attempting to
learn under those conditions. If
you can, you will begin to see why
I find Chinese students so
amazing."

all legitimate talent heading to
big-time programs elsewhere.
Larry Brown's replacement coach
will undoubtedly feel the effects
of this intensely. So will the
players who are left. Admittedly,
there aren't that many left at
Kansas, since most of them grad
uated (well, finished school, any
way) and left with Larry Brown,
not coincidentally. The remaining
players, aside from being part of
a much weaker team, will have
no shot at winning in the tour
nament again, through no fault of
their own, and are shadowed by
the tarnish which hangs over the
entire program. So who suffers?
The fans. The coach. The team.
The college. And perhaps we've
been a little duped, watching the
Final Four with real enthusiasm
or interest. But do we really take
seriously the pristine idea of
amateur athletics, even at the
"big time" college level? Recruit
ing violations go on "all the time."
Not just at Kansas, but at schools
at every level all across the
country. There are scandals,
whistle-blowings, allegations,
sanctions. But seldom is there any
surprise. NCAA violations feel
like a fact of life, as do the
penalties which occasionally fol
low. Perhaps a little more consis
tency in enforcement might cur
tail such infringements. Perhaps
a little more outrage on the part
of fans and college administra
tions might cause more stringent
enforcement of the rules. Perhaps
the message that morality rather
than winning is what's important
in college athletics will sink in,
and no matter how much money

from TV appearances and
endorsement contracts is at stake,
coaches and athletic directors of
major college athletic programs
will put the kids interest ahead
and clean their own house
.. .naaah. Have a nice day, Larry
Brown, Danny Manning, in the Oz
land of the NBA. Since you left,
Kansas doesn't even look like
Kansas anymore. Be careful to
stay out of the rain. You don't
want to melt.
Extra Points
Tennis, Anyone? Anyone?: In
a master stroke (tennis ... stroke,
get it? Forget it) of programming,
the law school tennis tournament
has been postponed until the
spring. This I theorize is to
combat what ABC is doing with
the War and Remembrance
mini-series, which starts in
November and finishes up in
February. The tournament organ
izers who are apparently set on
emulating the network should
keep in mind that ABC is the
number 3 network. It might have
been a better strategy to emulate
NBC, and get Bill Cosby to put
in a guest appearance. Still, this
is building up anticipation for
sweeps week where I'm sure we'll
all be interestd to see how the net
work (net, work... tennis? Sorry)
fares.
Passing Grades: Apparently,
the law school had a football team
compete in the University intram
ural league. They made it to the
finals. Geez. Every time you turn
around these days, law students
are worried about finals. In keep
ing with law school policy, the
final score was kept confidential.
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EWTERTAINMENT
Giving 'Em Enough ROPE
murder." The story takes place in
the home of Wyndam-Brandon
and Charles Granillo, two pur
portedly intellectually superior
individuals. Brendan and Granillo
commit a motiveless murder just
for the adventure of it all.
To add insult to injury, they
stuff the body of their victim into
a trunk and commence to have a
party, whereby the guests eat a
dinner served on the trunk that
conceals the corpse.
During the course of their
party, however, their foolproof
plan begins to unravel when
Rupert Cadell, the revered philo
sopher, finds a key piece of evi
dence and the truth begins to
unfold.
Rupert Cadell is the omnipotent
professor and is played most
Scott Cronin and Dale Facey help the victim pack.
magnificently by Michael Madei
ra, 3L. Michael delivered a pow
Audience response to the pro erful performance, expertly flush
by Donna Smith
On Friday and Saturday night, duction was uniformly positive. ing out the inner thoughts of
the 18th and 19th of November, "Well-acted and well-directed" Brandon and Grannillo without
was one critical response. Six letting them know that he knows
Rooms 29 and 30 turned into a
theater of the comic and dramatic weeks of rehearsal led to a smooth, of their murderous act, until the
professional performance. To very end.
(more so than usual). On those
Brandon, the genius who mas
create
the production, Mike Mul
nights, the Law School drama/
music group, the Court Jesters, ligan oversaw the metamorphosis terminds the plot to kill Ronald
debuted their presentation of the of the Judge's bench in the front Kently, is superbly acted by Scott
psychological thriller, Rope. Orig of Room 29 into a credible manor Cronin, 2L. Scott gives a fine
inally directed by Alfred Hitch sitting room, complete with wet performance throughout the play
cock, the Court Jesters' production bar, ambience, lighting, and of as he transforms Brandon from an
course, a trunk with a body in it! arrogant overly confident super
was directed by Scott Cronin and
human above condemnation into
produced by Mike Mulligan. The
a
pathetic creature begging for
The
story
begins
"Tonight
you
entire cast and crew were a mix
of first, second and third-year are witness to a murder... a very mercy. Brandon maintains a cool
deliberate and well-planned head throughout the play, always
students at VLS.
believing he has outsmarted socie
ty, but finds out in the end, he
has only succeeded in outsmarting
himself.
Dale Facey, IL, gives a Tonywinning performance as "Granno." Granno, Brandon's co
conspirator, has never reconciled
his murderous act with himself. _
Logically, he knows why he has
done it, but his emotions take'
over. He is unsteady throughout
the entire play, unable toeffective
ly conceal his obvious distress.
Unable to hang on after being
found out, Granno emotionally
collapses in the end. Dale conveys
Granno's emotional struggle and
subsequent
breakdown
brilliantly.
The remaining cast members
are excellent in their roles.
M.J. McNamee plays Leila, a
naive but incredibly charming
Donna Smith as Camille, the French Maid

The Cast of Rope
debutante, who thinks the party
is really strange, but never really
catches the true reason for her
presence.
Bill Ronalter, IL, portrays Ben
nett Raglan, a sweet and very
innocent friend of Brandon and
Granno's. Raglan represents the
ordinary man, at least in Bran
don's mind. He is viewed as being
inferior to the "intellectuals" and
is often the butt of many jokes.
However, Raglan's character
added comic relief. Raglan is
smitten with Leila. All evening
long he woos her, desperately
seeking her attention, but she
rebuffs him. Finally, in the end
Leila warms up and consents to
a ride home. The interplay
between Raglan and Leila is
delightful. They represent youth
and life. The two of them generate
lots of energy and are fun to watch

on stage.
Paul Lader, 2L, plays Sir John
ston Kently, the deceased's father.
Sir Johnston is a rather conser
vative academic, who believes
he's attending the party to view
Brandon's book collection. He has
no idea of what has happened to
his son.
Christina Torres, IL, portrays
Mrs. Debenam, Sir Johnston's
regal but slightly looney sister
who never gets the point of the
entire evening.
Donna Smith, 2L, is Camille,
the dutiful French maid.
The acting is wonderful
throughout. Each character is
well-developed, and each perfor
mance comes full-circle. The
audience is never left hanging.
If you missed "Rope," you
missed an entertaining evening of
theatre at its best.

Michael Madeira (with cane) and Scott Cronin in the study.

Jazzy Alternatives
by Jamie Sheller
With special thanks to Bill Fox

All those who are into jazz
music or who want to become
more familiar with it, will find
that Philadelphia has a lot to offer.
If you are not on top of the
trendy jazz scene, this article will
provide a quick introductory
course.
Jazz generally can be divided
into three categories: the classical
or neo-classical style, such as the
legendary artist. Miles Davis; on
the opposite end of the spectrum
is the avant garde, or free jazz,
which is experimental and
improvisationcd; and finally, there
is fusion jazz, which uses electron
ic instruments and is influenced
by Rock and Funk.
It is important to know the
basic types of jazz in order to pick
the right place to go for that
respective sound, because Philly
has them all!
Memphis, 2121 Arch Street —
569-1123
Memphis brings some of the top
jazz artists in the counry to
Philadelphia. They have jazz
greats lik^ Country Pine and John
Abercrombie and usually feature
classical or fusion jazz. The
second floor of Memphis serves
drinks. Tickets range from $12 to
$15. The crowd is mixed and very
into jazz.

Chestnut Cabaret, 3801 Chest
nut Street — 896-6420
The cabaret has jazz artists at
various times. You just have to
stay on the lookout. They also
transform their popular club into
a concert area for the occasion.
Cabaret gets a wide variety of jazz
from classical to avant garde. The
crowd is younger, probably
because of its proximity to Uni
versity of Penn. Tickets are also
$12 to $15, depending on the
artist.
Trocadero, 1003 Arch Street —
592-TROC
The Troc has a similar setup
as the Cabaret. The Troc also does
not have a regular jazz night, so
you just have to keep your eyes
open for it. There is a mixed
crowd, and tickets vary from $12
to $15.
Ethical Society Auditorium,
1906 Rittenhouse Square — 2485802
Don't be scared off by the name!
Ethical Society has the mellow
jazz sounds. It is strictly an
auditorium setting (no drinks).
They have a sophisticated and
serious jazz crowd. The perfor
mances usually are two shows at
8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. and the
tickets are in the $12 range.
Morgan's, 17 E. Price St., Germantown — 848-2640
In the past, Morgan's attracted

only a neighborhood crowd, but
they have recently renovated and

now draw a much more varied
crowd.
Morgan's rivals Memphis as far
as getting the nationally-known
jazz artists. They recently fea
tured Wynton Marsalis. You can
eat dinner while you watch the
concert or just order drinks.
Morgan's is the most like the
traditional old-time jazz clubs like
New York's legendary Blue<iSfote.
Borgia Cafe, 406 South 2nd
Street — 574-0414
Borgia is a dinner club and you
pay for the jazz by the set. Don't
get too caught up in your meal or
you may have a hefty bill! Borgia
is very popular, so if you want to
get a table for dinner try and get

there by 9:30 p.m. If there are no
tables, you can always stand at
the small bar. Borgia is an inti
mate setting, with a suit and tie
crowd. The jazz is a house band
or local talent, the music provides
the ambience and is always a
relaxing classical style. The Bor
gia Cafe is a good place to impress
a date!
Afro-American Historical &
Cultural Museum
7th & Arch Streets — 574-0380
With a name like this, it's hard
to know what this place is, but
despite the confusing title, they
provide Philly with excellent jazz.
The museum is strictly an aud
itorium with no drinks or food.
However, it is an extremely nice
area with a sophisticated and
• dressy crowd. They usually have
a jazz artist of national fame
approximately once a month.
Occasionally, a local jazz band
called Arnt^fteia appears, which,
incidenlaMy, also puts on an
excellent show. Tickets are in the
$15 range.
Apropos Restaurant, 211 S.
Broad St. — 546-4424
Apropos is a popular happy
hour yuppie bar. They always
have a local jazz band with a
Caribbean-Salsa sound, better
known as "Latin Jazz" and its
free!

Painted Bride Art Center, 230
Vine Street — 924-9914
The Painted Bride is Philadel
phia's center for the avant garde
jazz scene. It is an auditorium-like
setting and of course the crowd
is trendy/Bohemian.
Pierre's Lounge, in Adam's
Mark Hotel on City Line Avenue
You don't have to go into the
city to experience jazz. Right in
our own back yard, Pierre's offers
excellent atmospheric jazz. You
(and preferably your significant
other) can sit on low sofas in
dimmed lighting, listening to the
mellow tinkling of a jazz trio. The
crowd is a little older and dressier.
The band is always a more tra
ditional house band, which pro
vides an excellent moody back
ground for drinks and good
conversation.
Believe it or not, Philadelphia
and the surrounding area has
even more jazz clubs which are
too numerous to mention. This is
only a small sampling, so if you
want more information and cur
rent dates for specific shows, the
best thing to do is to listen to
Temple's 24-hour jazz station on
your radios. Every half hour, they
have the music book, which gives
all of the current information.
Good luck and good listening!
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From Lawyer to Flyer

by The Slapster
Oz-tracized

by Steve Finkel

Streaking across the red line at
center ice in Montreal, a figure
clad in the gaudy orange-andblack uniform of the Philadelphia
Flyers, stickhandling through the
retreating defensemen, the famil
iar winged 'P' symbol on the front
of his chest and the famous
number 16 on his back ... upon
closer inspection, not a current
Flyer, somewhat oder than today's
average twentysomething Flyer
center. Bobby Clarke making his
comeback, perhaps? No, even
though the number and position
are right, a closer look reveals no
missing front teeth and no shaggy
mane of blond curls flowing out
from underneath the helmet. It's
not Bobby Clarke, except perhaps
in the skater's own fantasy.
Which brings us to who he is.
Under all the pads, helmet and
number 16 jersey is none other
than Professor John Dobbyn. The
rink, the defensemen, the jersey,
are all part of Professor Dobbyn's
fantasy. But this is one fantsy
.that was played out in real life,
last summer, in the first-ever
Flyer's Fantasy Camp.
Dobbyn has long been a fan of
ice hockey, particularly of the
hometown Flyers. He recalls with
excitement the glory days of the
Broad Street Bullies and two
Stanley Cups, and still follows the
team closely, often attending
games at the Spectrum with
Flyers' team physician. Dr. John
Gregg.
But back to the fantasy. Dobbyn
had played hockey when he was
younger, but had gotten away
from it over the years. When his
son reached hockey age, Dobbyn
took his skates down from the
attic and once again laced up.
After shaking off the cobwebs
from his layoff playing pickup
games with his son, the Flyer's
fantsy week came along.
The idea of sports fantasy
camps was pioneered by the Los
Angeles Dodgers in baseball. The
basic premise is to allow men, who
may have had fantasies of being
famous athletes when they were
younger, to live out their dreams
by suiting up in real uniforms,
getting coaching tips from their
boyhood idols, and going through
a mock spring traiing, competing
with and against their peers and
heroes. The former heroes
undoubtedly get an ego boost from
being remembered, the partici
pants get a boost from getting the
opportunity to live out their
fondest boyhood dream, and the
team gets a boost from the couple
thousand dollars they charge.
This is one reality of the fantasy
camp. It's not for everyone. It's
certainly not affordable to eve
ryone. Is it worthit? To someone
who can afford it, it certainly is.
Dobbyn answers by asking "How
often does one get the chance to
live out a childhood dream?"
Several baseball teams followed
the Dodgers' lead and started
their own fantasy camps, doing
quite well. The phenomenon was
limited to baseball, until this past
summer. The Flyers' went about
organizing the winterized version
of the Boys of Summer. While the
idea, if pitched to Dobbyn, might
have been appealing, his partici
pation was not his own idea. His
membership in the Flyers' Fanta
sy Camp came as a birthday gift
from his wife, who had heard
about the camp and thought
Dobbyn might enjoy it.
Joining Dobbyn at camp were
enough men to staff two full
teams. They ranged in age fromearly thirties to late fifties.
There was no "typical" career
which produced the campers.
Dobbyn was. the only law profes
sor, but there were a couple of
lawyers, a few doctors, some
corporate executives, bankers,
even a pair of guys from South

Prof. Dobbyn (16) — The Man Behind the Mask
Philly who had saved scrupulous
ly to be able to afford the week..
All had one thing in common; a
desire to experience hockey as a
Flyer, and to share the ice with
their Flyer idols.
The players were flown up to
Canada, outside of Montreal, for
the camp. The facilities intrigued
Dobbyn, who could recall nothing
similar in his experience with
hockey in the United States. The
practices and games took place in
a multi-rink facility which fea
tured four rinks forming an Hshape around a central building,
which had plexiglass to look out
onto each rink. The ice was
meticulously maintained, the best
Dobbyn said he had ever skated
upon. According to Dobbyn, ever
ything involved in the fantasy
week was "first-class," from the
facilities to the equipment to the
hotel and the meals. In fact, given
the option to purchase his equip
ment at the end of the camp,
Dobbyn jumped at the opportun
ity, pointing out how superior the
professional quality equipment is.
Also, it doesn't hurt to have
thrown in an authentic Flyer
jersey in your name with Bobby
Clarke's Hall of Fame number on
the back.
At the beginning of camp, the
"gray blades" were divided into
two teams, which would practice
and play each other for the week.
At the end of the week, the
winning team would get to play
against their coaches, retired
players from the Stanley Cupwinning Flyer teams of the midseventies. Each former Flyer who
served as Dobbyn's coach is
instantly familiar to anyone who
has followed hockey in the last
decade. These guys had achieved
semi-legend status playing togeth
er on a team that became dubbed
'The Broad Street Bullies.' They
hacked, fought and hustled their
way to back-to-back Stanley Cup
championships, and signalled the
start of the Philadelphia sports
renaissance. It wasn't just getting
coached and skating with a bunch
of old-time hockey players; it was
the chance to be on the ice with
real Philadelphia heroes, either
one of the most cherished or
despised teams in hockey and
perhaps sports history, depending
on which side of the blue line you
stood.

A ,

, The coaches, former Flyers,
instructed their ice squads in the
nuances of the game at the pro
fessional level. Among thecoaches
were Bill Barber, now the chief
of scouting for the Flyers and one
of the best, steadiest two-way
hockey players of his era; Reggie
Leach, who had perhaps the
hardest shot in the league and
once scored 64 goals in a season
(before wayne Gretzky made that
a regular event); Rick MacLeish,
a prolific scorer whose deflection
goal clinched the Flyers' first
Stanley Cup; Orest Kindrachuk,
a tough, relentless back-checking
forward; and Dave "The
Hammer" Schultz, remembered
as the most penalized player in
N.H.L. history, a now-legendary
hockey pugilist. Suffice it to say
that no camper challenged Schultz
to drop the gloves, although the
week may have included insu
rance and medical coverage.
After the week of instruction
and scrimmaging, the teams
squared off in a contest to see who
would get to play the former
Flyers in an exhibition game!
Dobbyn's team came out on top
in the intrasquad game, and went
on to what would seem to be a
horrendous mismatch: a squad of
businessmen more at home with
power ties than power plays,
doctors more at ease with ice
packs than ice pucks, and bankers
more comfortable with cashing
checks than throwing them, with
just a week of practice under their
belts, these guys were to face a
team of professional hockey play
ers — including Half of Famer
Bobby Clarke, who suited up for
the game — who had played all
their lives, and been out of the
game for less than a decade, who
had been the best when they
played, and had every reason not
to want to be embarrassed. All
logic suggested it would be a
terrible mismatch. In this case,
logic was right on target. "They
went easy on us," said Dobbyn.
Regardless of the outcome of the
final showdown, the entire week,
and especially the thrill of playing
against the former Flyers, in
Dobbyn's view, was "a tremend
ous experience," one that Dobbyn
promises to repeat if he has the
opportunity, when he can once
again make the transition from
lawyer to Flyer.

~

The Slapster

-

Mightier than Penn, the Rugby Team Soared

Last spring, the Kansas Jayhawks stunned everyone (eve
ryone who was paying attention
to such matters, anyway) by
dropping out of the sky and taking
the Yellowbrick road all the way
to the NCAA tournament cham-pionship. The team that so many
had questioned — they questioned
the brains of their coach in mas
tering the tactics of the college
game, the heart of their star
player when things didn't go his
way, and the courage of the team
to produce in the clutch — came
back to Kansas as the big winner.
A scant six months separate the
Jayhawks basketball program
from its fantasyland success.
Let's take a brief look at its balloon
ride home, and how that balloon
has burst.
Larry Brown, the itinerant
Jayhawks coach who swore up
and down that he would not leave
Kansas even if they won the
championship, waited a couple
weeks (enough time to receive a
warm reception across campus
and the state, and enough time for
the owner of the San Antonio
Spurs to warm up his checkbook).
Before you could say "Gosh, Toto,
I don't think we're in Kansas
anymore," Brown had dumped
the academic prose for the big
bucks of the pros (no, not the

Milwaukee Bucks, the 'big bucks'
is just a slang term I threw in
there). This made a certain
amount of sense at the time, since
he had just won the whole enchil
ada, and his returning front court
resembled the Scarecrow and Tin
Man (he didn't even have the
Cowardly Lion returning). It
made eminent sense to get out
with reputation intact. There was
nowhere to go but down ... or
away, to San Antonio. And Brown,
seeing that the time had come,
chose the latter. No crime there,
but bear with me.
One of the first things Larry
Brown did upon coming to coach
at Kansas was to hire a former
NBA player as an assistant coach,
Ed Manning. Ed Manning, said
Larry Brown, was the man he
wanted by his side as assistant
coach. It seems that, in addition
to his coaching acumen, Ed Man
ning had a son who was a pretty
fair high school b-ball player, by
the name of Danny. Imagine
Larry's surprise when Danny
Manning chose to attend college
at Kansas! Nothing wrong with
that, a son wanting to go to school
where his father teaches. No
recruiting violations either,
although I would like to know
what kind of allowance Danny
was getting from his father. So
Larry diagrammed the X's and
(Continued on page 10)

Ruck and Mire
by Scott Cronin

Season Recap
The Villanova Rugby Club got
off to a slow start this fall season
with a 34-6 loss to Pennsylvania
College of Osteophatic Medicine
(PCOM). PCOM's larger and
better-conditioned squad beat
VLRC at every phase of the game
by outrunning and outscrimmaging the Nova team.
With a few more practices and
a lot more organization, VLRC
turned its season around hosting
Hahneman for their home opener.
The Nova ruggers played a tho
roughly aggressive match, win
ning nearly every scrimmage and
passing crisply. Captain Dave
Pegno attributed the victory to
"superb team play." Villanova
bult up a 36-0 lead by half-time
and coasted to an easy 48-0 win.
On September 24 after the
Hahneman victory Nova ruggers
travelled northwest to Lansing,
Michigan for the First Annual
Professional School Rugby Tour
nament. The tournament was
hosted by Thomas Cooley Law
School and participants included
Detroit Business School and the
University of Cincinnati Law
School. Nova played the tourna
ment opener against Detroit on a
crisp sunny Saturday morning.
Nova rolled to a 24-4 victory
scoring on six tries but failing to
convert on the extra points
kicked.
In the second match of the
tournament the Cooley Law
School B Side substituting for the
no-show Albany Law School team
took on Cincy Law. In a tough,
hard-fought match. Cooley B Side
survived with a 9-6 win
Nova took to the pitch for their
second match of the day to face
a fresh Cooley Law (A Side) squad.
The first half was tight for most
of the way until the closing
minutes when the Cooley team
scored twic§.]but failed to convert
on one kick: At the half Cooley
led 10-0. Villanova made it com
petitive for the first fifteen min
utes by scoring and failing to
convert making the score 10-4.
During the last fifteen minutes
however the seriotisly-winded
Nova squad dragged themselves
around the field chasing the
Cooley players by failing to catch
them on two occassions thus
making thefinal score 20-4. Never

theless, Nova made it into the
finals by having the highest point
total among the "1 and 1" teams.
The final match played on
Sunday was a rematch between
Nova and Cooley A. This time the
Villanova squad was not only
rested but hungry. Both teams
started slowly but Nova picked up
the intensity. Cooley was called
for "hands in the scrum" near
their own try zone and Villanova
connected on the penalty kick
good from fifteen yards out. Nova
scored on a penalty kick and a try
before the half ended. At the half
having played near-perfect rugby
the Nova squad enjoyed a 10-0
lead. At the start of the second
half the Cooley squad came out
fired up but Nova quickly dam
pened Cooley's spirits by scoring
on a sleek run by Matt "Flash"
Reale. When Nova converted that
made the score 16-0. From then
on Nova coasted exchanging
scores with Cooley late in the
game. Nova left Michigan with the
First Place Trophy a few bruises
and a few good memories (like ...
hey Eric how's that Indian? You
F.S.!)
Next up on the schedule was
Oktoberfest. Penn Law and Nova
you will remember tend to get
more than a little agitated when
they play each other. This year's
match-up was a little tamer but
was nonetheless intense. Once
again Nova's backs dominated the
play with strong and aggressive
support from the back. Penn once
again fell victim in the "battle for
employment" coming up short 14-.
4.
Nova played host during the
next two weeks to the same team
with two different names Old
Irish and Villanova Law Alumni.
The alumni, I mean Old Irish,
blanked Nova in the first match
up 10-0; and Old Irish, I mean, the
Alumni shot down Nova 17-0 in
the sequel.
Nova travelled to Carlisle for its
last match of the season not
having scored a try in its last two
matches. The weather cooperated
by pouring rain for most of the
morning (and during the match).
Nova dominated by winning
scrimmage after muddy scrim
mage. When the mud was washed
away. Dickinson fell victim by a
final score of 42-0. Final record 6
up and four down.

